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DEDICATION
This year's Town Report is dedicated to two of Bedford's "Town Servants"
who passed away in 2003.
MAURICE GOULET
Served as Bedford's State Representative since
1988
Member of the Historic District Commission
since 1993, chairman for 6 years
Long time member of the NH State Republican
Committee
Chairman and Treasurer of the Hillsborough
County Republican Committee
Member of the Bedford Republican Committee
Member of American Legion Post 54
STANTON TEFFT
Served on Bedford's Board of Selectmen
Member NH Bar Association for 52 years
Superior Court Master
Established own legal practice in Bedford in 1983 and
was still practicing law at the time of his death
Founder of the Bedford Antiquarian & Literary
Society
Founder of the Bedford Croquet Club
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Budgetary Town Meeting - McKelvie School
Wednesday, March 12, 2003
The Budgetary Town Meeting was held on
Wednesday, March 12, 2003 at McKelvie
School, 108 Liberty Hill Road, Bedford.
Seated on the stage were Councilors David
Danielson, William Greiner, Kevin Keyes,
Thomas Riley, Michael Scanlon, Bruce Searing
and William Van Anglen. Also Keith Hickey,
Town Manager; Crystal Dionne, Finance
Director; Wanda Jenkins, Town Clerk; and
Martha Gaudes, Town Council Secretary.
Moderator Eugene Van Loan III opened the
meeting at 7:05 PM. There were
approximately 180 people in the audience.
Moderator Van Loan led the Pledge of
Allegiance, introduced those seated on the
stage, and reviewed the rules for the meeting.
Council Chairman Scanlon thanked everyone
for coming and presented Councilor Tom Riley
with a plaque for his 30 years of service to the
town since this will be his last meeting. Mr.
Riley thanked everyone. Mr. Scanlon
introduced Andy Egan as the newly elected
Councilor.
Article 4; To see if the Town will vote to raise
and appi'opriate such sums of money as may
be necessary to defray the Town charges for
the ensuing year.
General Fund
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the replacement of a command vehicle. The
command vehicle is offset by a withdrawal
from an existing Capital Reserve. Also
included are funds for one new firefighter
The Public Woris Department budget includes
funding for a town engineer position, the
purchase of a pickup truck, a six wheel dump
truck, a loader, chipper and an all purpose
tractor. All of these equipment puixhases are
partially funded by Capital Reserve
withdrawals. Also included are deposits into
various Capital Reserve accounts of $76,000.
The road operating budget is $1,000,000 for
the reconstruction, rehabilitation, and
resurfacing of town roads. (The Town Council
would recommend increasing this amount if
Article 3 were not approved.)
The Solid Waste budget includes the annual
Landfill Closure principal and interest
payments. Also included is an increase in
tipping fees of $54,927 to offset the increased
amount of trash dumped on an annual basis.
Also included is $25,000 for an engineering
study for expanding the facility as well as
installation ofa scale to weigh vehicles.
The Recreation Department includes
continued funding of the Pool and Pool
Building Capital Reserve in the amount of
$430,000 and the establishment of a
Playground Replacement Capital Reserve for
$10,000. .Also included is $25,000 for the
future lighting of the Riley Field, $30,000 for
fencing and $12,000 for new field mowing
equipment. A new field
maintenance/Summer Camp Director position
has been added.
Conservation Commission budget includes
$210,000 towards purchase of conservation
land ifany becomes available. This amount is
offset by revenue.
Moderator Van Loan reviewed the budget by
Une item.
Anne Hoffman, 64 Cider Mill Road, under
Joppa land purchase/payments, asked where
the additional $200,000 is coming from and
the extra $400,296. Mr. Scanlon said all the
money is coming out of current use fees. The
reason for the difference is when the Town
Manager did his budget, he didn't have the
accurate numbers. An additional subdivision
was released so we received more money than
we had anticipated which was after the Town
Manager developed his budget. Ms. Hoffman
asked if that current use money is to pay
principal and interest. Mr. Scanlon said yes.
Ms. Hoffman asked if the Park and Rec money
is to pay principal only. Mr. Scanlon said
there is no Park and Rec money in this budget.
Ms. Hoffman asked if it was in the previous
budget for principal only. Mr. Scanlon said
yes.
Edith Schmidtchen, 254 Joppa Hill Road,
asked for an explanation on the Town Council
figure of $223,014. Mr. Scanlon said it is
more than the Town Manager's recommended
because the Council decided to put more
money toward the purchase of land.
Dan Murphy, 7 Gage Road, asked for an
accounting on compensation adjustments for
next year. He wants to be sure that is going
into salaries and wages and not to field usage
or maintenance or purchase of land. Mr. Van
Anglen said yes.
Jeanene Procopis, 18 Rumford Lane, under
highway resurfacing, she has been talking
about Ministerial Road since 1998. and it is
not on the 2003 road list. She hopes the
Council will direct the Director of Public
Works to look at Ministerial and consider it for
the list, and if that isn't possible in the next
year, to look very seriously at the Burleigh
Triangle in the center. It has an enormous
drainage problem. Mr. Riley said they do
plan on doing North Amherst Road up to Bell
Hill, and perhaps they could consider doing
the Burleigh Triangle at the same time.
Gus Garceau, 214 North Amherst Road, said
there is a drainage culvert located on the same
side of the road as the little park, across from
Hersey's on North Amherst Road, and it is a
very dangerous structure. There ought to be a
guardrail around it. He is concerned about the
Town's liability if that isn't corrected.
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Mr. Searing thanked everyone for supporting
the road bond yesterday. Now that we have
the money we can put a plan together. When
you are trying to maintain the roads on a year
to year basis, it is much more difficult. There
are going to be a number of roads where
people have their preferences in what will be
addressed sooner rather than later. The
work that is planned this year, there aren't
necessarily as many roads that are collector
roads that we are going to be able to perform
major reconstruction on because in planning
2003 work we didn't have a long term plan.
Now that the voters have approved the bond,
and we know we are going to have money, we
can now plan. He asked people not to hold
back from bringing roads to our attention they
are concerned about. If they can't be
addressed immediately in the major work of
that year, at least maybe we can do some
temporary fixes. Now the weight is on our
shoulders to perform.
Ms. Hoffman said for several years we were
told that the roadwork was held off until we
had a plan, and we couldn't allocate money
until we had a plan. Therefore, when we
finally had a plan, we could go ahead with the
bond issue. Now you are telling us that now
that we have the bond issue we can plan.
Something is wrong with this picture. Why
were the last 2 years we were told we couldn't
allocate more money until we had a plan, until
we had that software program for the highway
department. Over a year ago we were told we
couldn't put any more money into it until we
had this plan. Now you are telling us we don't
have a plan because we didn't have the money.
Now we have the money we can go ahead and
plan. Mr. Searing said we have a plan. The
plan for 2003 has been laid out. The
preliminary work that will be done has been
laid out. When you are catching up on 10
years of neglect, you start getting into
situations, you start digging into roads that
need total reconstruction, drainage issues,
ledge issues. You can't plan out specifically
what roads you are going to do year after year
for 3 years or 6 years. You can put on paper
what you hope you can get to. You can put
down preliminary plans. For example, for
2003 out of the $3 million that is there to
spend, $1.5 million is going into the
reconstruction/rehabilitation of 3 main
collector roads. We are also preliminarily
planning to spend half a million dollars on
overlay which will address some of the
neighborhood roads that are in a stage whei'e
they are starting to show cracking, but they
are not at the stage where they would need to
be totally reconstructed, and spending a
higher proportion of the money in the earlier
years will save those roads from falling into
the category that will need total
reconstruction. If a road falls into the
category where it needs total reconstruction,
it's going to cost more money. We are
preliminarily for 2003 looking at spending half
a million on overlay for approximately 15
neighborhood roads, and that comprises
37,459 linear feet. We are spending $1.5
million on a third of the length of road that
needs total reconstruction. We are also
budgeting for approximately $ 370,000 to put
down wearing course on a dozen roads.
Mr. Searing said the new Director of Public
Works has indicated that in the early stages of
this plan we need to concentrate on the
drainage issues. That is something that was
not brought to our attention previously. The
plan, as far as looking to 2004 and 2005, there
has been a lot of work that has been put into
that over the last year in terms of identifying
priorities, and from now until the construction
season of 2004, we will be working on
developing what specific roads we can get to.
Susan Anderson, Constance Street, thinks
another issue with the roads this year is no
one expected the type of winter we have had
this year. It is probably one of the worst
winters we have ever seen. She has never
seen the degree of potholes. She said several
of the roads that have been reconstructed last
year, the work wasn't that great. She said we
have to look at a quality contractor instead of
taking the cheapest route.
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Ms. Hoffman said in light of the winter we
have had, is this enough money to cover this
year's expenses and in anticipation of next
winter. Mr. Searing said regarding the status
of the winter maintenance budget, we are in
much better shape than most of the
communities in southern NH. We are very
comfortably positioned to weather out the rest
of this winter, as well as the beginning of next
winter. Ms. Hoffman said to go back to the
planning, we have heard the same song and
dance for the last 4-6 years regarding the
roads and the plans.
Dave Fish, 70 Col. Daniels, complimented the
Council and said they are doing a nice job on
the roads. It's a plan that's been needed for a
long time. He knows it will be followed
through.
Under Recreation - Pool - Mr. Keyes made a
motion to withdraw a total of $189,000
from the pool and pool building capital resei've
account and to increase the pool budget by
$189,000 for the reconstruction and
rehabilitation of the existing pool and pool
building; motion seconded;
Mr. Keyes said the new total for the pool
appropriations would be $682,664. The capital
reserve withdrawal will increase the pool
revenues by $189,000 for a new total of
$222,500, so there will be no property tax
impact as a result of this motion. There will
be no property tax impact because the money
is already in the capital reserve. If we want to
try to spend the money this year we need to
move it into the operating account.
Ms. Hoffman asked if we have realistic and
local estimates of the cost for the pool house
and pool. Mr. Keyes said yes. Since the
commencement of the budget process, we have
had contractors on the site who came back
with preliminary estimates. The estimate for
reconstruction of the pool building is $296,000.
The estimate for the pool renovations is
$294,000. Fencing is $10,550 and water
$6,000 for a total of $606,173. Ms. Hoffman
asked what is the other $80,000 for. Mr.
Keyes said for the cost of operating the pool,
chemicals, equipment, filtering, etc. Ms.
Hoffman asked isn't that a fee based activity.
Mr. Keyes said there is a revenue side to this
as well. Ms. Hoffman asked what are they
doing on the pool. Mr. Hickey said they will be
tearing down the pool, using the existing shell,
refinishing the shell, plastering the shell, the
kiddie pool and the decking around the pool.
Ms. Hoffman asked if there is any additional
lighting. Mr. Hickey said no.
Vote on motion to increase the budget by
$189,000 in the area of the Recreation
Department with respect to the pool to be
funded by the withdrawal from a capital
reserve fund for pool construction in the
amount of $189,000 passed.
Under fields, Ms. Hoffman asked for a
breakdown of the $519,000. Mr. Greiner said
in that number is $17,940 for an additional
person work 30 hours a week with Brian
(Recreation Director); $300,000 to be used for
increasing field capacity, new fields, lighting,
etc. Ms. Hoffman asked where that will be.
Mr. Greiner said that hasn't been determined.
There is $30,000 for Little League fencing,
assuming the fields are built at Greenfield
Farms; $25,000 for hghts at Riley Field plus
an additional $20,000 for Riley Field hghts,
which are in the capital reserve.
Ms. Hoffman asked what fields the town owns,
the school district owns and what fields are
available to the town for use. Brian Ross,
Recreation Director, said the Town fields
include Riley Field (29 acres), which includes a
baseball field, a softball field and a soccer
field; the Little League complex on Nashua
Road with 3 Little League fields there;
Legacy Park (56 acres) and includes soccer
field, Softball field and a senior baseball field;
and McAfee Field, which is a practice field.
The school fields include McKelvie School,
which has a soccer field, semi soccer/field
hockey, and 1 Little League Field. At Peter
Woodbury there is a combination open field/
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Little League Field. At Memorial School is a
combination of 2 small open field areas, and at
Riddle Brook there's really no fields. For
private fields, we have use of the Faith
Christian Church, and there are 2 other
private fields that the Soccer League did build
last year.
Ms. Hoffman asked what fields are coming on
line at Greenfield Farms, and what fields are
being planned on the school property on
Nashua Road. Mr. Searing said the current
status of Greenfield Farms, the builder began
the construction of a rectangular field which
we expected to be complete in the fall of this
year, and were looking at bringing it on line by
the fall of 2003. There were some issues in
terms of the building of that field, and getting
it seeded in time. We are still in the process
of addressing as to when it will come on line.
There has also been some efforts made in
terms of a possible land swap with that
developer for a piece of property that the town
currently owns that abuts part of the
Greenfield development, swapping a property
the developer owns on the west side of the
development. Those negotiations are
currently on hold.
Ms. Hoffman recommends in future
negotiations with that developer, obviously he
has dragged his feet a long time in developing
that field that was supposed to come on with
the first occupancy. Mr. Searing said that
field is actually being constructed earlier than
what the obligation of the developer was. He
was not required to build that field until the
completion of the last phase of that
development which we are not at yet.
Ms. Hoffman said in light of the great number
of fields in Town, and in light of the need to
really focus on the pool, she moved to cut the
field budget by $200,000 for new field
development and wait until we see what
happens with the school situation and what
fields might be coming on line with that;
motion seconded.
Mr. Scanlon encouraged everyone to not
support that motion. $200,000 in the
recreation budget will go a long ways
potentially lighting a couple of fields, and if
the opportunity comes along that we are able
to start fields on some of the school property or
other properties we own, it is important that
we maintain that money in the budget.
Sue Thomas, 40 Elk Drive, has been on the
Parks & Rec Commission, and Little League
Board of Directors. This year there are 850
Little Leaguers registered to play. We are
about 2 fields short. On top of that the Men's
Softball Leagvie has become a growing league!
the women want a Softball league: there are
corporate leagues, etc. Soccer is growing, we
now have lacrosse, and there's talk about field
hockey. Even if the schools are built in the
next 3 years, we will still need some more
fields in addition to whatever that could
possibly provide. She hopes we keep the
money intact.
Mr. Fish backed up what Ms. Thomas said.
He coaches soccer up on Joppa Hill, and it is
not a field, it's a farm field. The kids deserve
much better than that.
Bob Foudriat, Patten Road, coaches lacrosse,
and there is a dire need for improvement in
the fields we have and development of new
ones. He urged everyone not to support the
amendment.
Rich Turgeon. 15 Cherry Lane, echoed those
sentiments. He coached football on Joppa Hill,
and it is unsatisfactory. It is big bumps, rocks
in the field, it is not a safe environment. He
feels if you want to make a $200,000
adjustment to this, we need to go the other
way and pump a little more money into the
fields.
Vote on motion to reduce the budget by
$200,000 in the area of recreation fields failed.
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Mr. Foudriat said in hght of the need for field
development, he made a motion to increase the
budget by $100,000: motion seconded.
Mr. Danielson recommended maintaining the
budget the way it is now. You have heard that
there is a plan in place. We don't have
anything identified as to where this money can
go. Then next year if we identify places where
we can put it, if we can identify greater
utilization of the fields, that is a wiser thing to
do.
Mr. Searing said the tax impact on that
motion would be approximately 5 cents. Mr.
Turgeon asked if part of that budget is to
improve the fields that already exist. There
are drainage problems, grass problems.
Rather than just looking at new fields, the
condition of some of the fields are in terrible
shape. He doesn't think putting a little more
money into the budget would be something we
couldn't figure out how to spend. Mr. Scanlon
said part of that $300,000 might be adding
lights, which could be an improvement to a
field. He doesn't believe in this year's budget
there is any money that is specifically
designated to go to a particular field to
improve a particular field. Mr. Greiner said
that $300,000 was to add field capacity. There
is a separate part in the budget for field
maintenance, drainage, etc. That $300,000 is
to increase field capacity over what we have
today. That could be a combination of lights
and new fields.
Rick Cruise, Dunlap Drive, referred to
Sportsman's Field. It is a very dangerous field
with ruts. He recommended if we have extra
money that should go to repairing fields such
as that field.
Ms. Schmidtchen appreciates 5 cents per
thousand on the tax rate. She said we have a
reval coming up. We've got many things that
we have big question marks on. It's 5 cents
here, 10 cents here and 2 cents here. There
are some people in town who are on fixed
income. Her social security went up 2% this
year. She thinks we have to take a good look
at what we are doing and pause a little and
make sure we know what we're doing and
what we're getting in to.
Tom Grimmett, 120 Blanford Place,
understands we don't have a plan in place for
an additional $100,000, but you are hearing
from the audience that we have a lot of
interest in better sports fields, better
maintenance, and he thinks we could
collectively contribute some ideas as to how
that extra money could be spent. He
encouraged people to vote for the motion.
Mr. Danielson said the Council worked very
hard on this budget. He would like to see
what our utilization is on fields. The issue is
to try to not just throw money at something
but to take a planned approach. The Council
looked at this. We don't know how the fields
are utilized. He suggests if fields can show
greater utilization by lights, then perhaps we
look at that kind of a plan.
Andy Straub, 46 Grey Rock Road, said studies
have come back pretty conclusively that we
need more fields. The experts, the volunteers
that have put in thousands of hours over the
years, these are the experts of all the leagues.
Sportsman's Field is a mess because it is
overused. It hasn't been rested. Lights are on
it. It doesn't matter. It's got to be astroturfed
to increase capacity. These are the experts
and they all say we need more fields.
Mr. Foudriat said what Mr. Danielson would
call throwing money, he would call investing
in the town. He said we have 2500 kids in
soccer. We now have 3 U-10 boys lacrosse
teams, and 3 U-12 boys teams. He said the
investment is important for the future of
Bedford. We are not getting any smaller.
Vote on motion to increase the budget by
$100,000 in the area of recreational fields
passed.
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Vote on the budget as amended in the amount
of $18,066,587 passed.
Article 5. Regional Water District
To see if the Town will vote to confirm the
resolution (vote) of the Bedford Town Council
adopted on December 18, 2002 to enter into a
joint agreement with other municipalities
pursuant to RSA 53-A: 3 to establish a
regional water district, and further that the
voters find that it is expedient to establish a
regional water district plant - including but
not limited to wells, reservoirs, pipes, and
water treatment facilities - by acquiring the
assets or the stock of the Pennichuck
Corporation or its successors pursuant to RSA
38^3. There will be no impact on the
municipal budget or property tax rate as a
result of this warrant article. Such action will
not affect any municipal water system, village
water district, or franchise area of another
water utility unless such municipal system,
village district, or water utility chooses to join
this regional water district.
Mr. Scanlon made a motion to pass over this
article and not act on it; motion seconded.
Mr. Scanlon said we had some discussions
with the Town Attorney, and he has advised
us this vote is not necessary. The reason it is
not necessary is we are working on enacting
enabling legislation in Concord, and it appears
that there will not be a 2/3 vote required for
this adoption. It doesn't mean we aren't
looking to purchase this water system. We are
still in active negotiations with other
communities to form a regional water district.
They are meeting bi-weekly to formulate the
charter and to move forward with this
purchase. All this means is that once those
discussions are over and a charter is
developed, the Council can agree it is
something we would bring in front of the
voters for approval.
Vote on motion passed.
A motion was made, seconded and passed to
adjourn at 8:27 PM.
2003 TOWN POPULATION AND
TAX RATE INFORMATION
POPULATION - 18,274
2003 ASSESSED VALUATION: $1,846,056,597
2003 TAX RATE per $1,000 ASSESSED VALUE:
TOWN $3.29
COUNTY $1.71
LOCAL SCHOOL TAX $9.47
STATE EDUCATION TAX $5.87
COMBINED TOTAL TAX RATE $20.34
Town of Bedford
2003 Tax Rate Breakdown
State Ed
29%
Percent Increase/(Decrease) Over 2002 Tax Rate
TOWN 1.9%
COUNTY (4.5%)
LOCAL SCHOOL TAX 9.2%
STATE EDUCATION TAX 0.0%
COMBINED TOTAL TAX RATE 4.0%
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A. To vote, complete the arrow(s) • • pointing to your choice(s). like this: «—
*
B. Follow directions as to the number of candidates to be marked for each office.
C To vote for a person whose name is not printed on the ballot, write the candidate's
name on the line provided and complete the arrow.
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Are you in favor of Ihe adoption of Amendment No, 1 as proposed by the Planning
Board lof Ihe Bedford Zoning Ordinance as toltows:
To amend ArtK;le 45-9. Figure 46 19 TABLE OF PERFORMANCE ZONE SIGN
STANDARDS, by deleting the text under the headings Maximum Number and
Maximjfn Sign Area of Ide'n til i cation Signs (on Buridmg) and replacing it with the lol-
loping 'In a building where the entire first floor Is occupied by a single tenant,
that tenant shall be (>ermltted to have a building sign for each road frontage or YES
parking lot froniage on which the building is situated, not to exceed 32 sq. tt.
per sign A maximum of two signs are permitted (also see footnote 2). NO
In buildings where the first floor is occupied by two tenants, each tenant will
be permitted to have one building sign, not to exceed 32 sq. ft. per sign (also
see footnote 2).
In a building with more than two tenants, each First door tenant with a separate
pubtic exterior entrance shall be permitted to have one building sign, not to
exceed 16 sq. tt (also see footnote 2).*
[Th'S amendment is intended to danly the number and size of wall signs that will be
permitted lor commercial buildings in the Performance Zone )
Are you in lavor ol the adoption of Amendnwnt No. 2 as proposed by the Planning
Board lor the Bedford Zoning Ordinance as follows:
To amend Article 45-6, CLUSTER RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT Secton 45-6-6.
Management Requirements, by deleting subsections (e) (3). (4), (5). and (6). and
replacing these subsections with new subsections {3). (4). and (5) as follows
'(3) Public Hearing
II such maintenance shall r>ot have been performed or said statement ol tnient shall
not have been tiled by the slated lime, the Town Council shall hold a public heanng.
with notice to the officers of Ihe organization and notice as required by RSA 676:4(d)
At the hearing, the organization or the residents ol Ihe development shall show
cause why such maintenance has not been performed
(4) Court Action
Following the hearing, the Town may Initiate court action to remedy the viola-
tion, including the right to enter and perform the necessary maintenance, the
right to recoup costs associated with such maintenance, the right to place
liens on the individual units, the right to levy fines, and the nght to collect
attorney's fees.
(5) Compatibility with Existing Documents
Provisions of this section shall in no way t>e in derogation of, or supplant the
rights ol the Town as provided In any Declaration or other docurrtenis related
to a cluster which are recorded In the Registry of Deeds."
fThis amendment is intended to danty the rights ot the Town to enforce the mainte-






Are you in favor of adoption ol Amendment No. 3 as proposed by the Planning Board
tor the Bedford Zoning Ordinance as follows;
To amend Article 45-6. CLUSTER RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT. Section 45-&-3
(b) Pemiitled Uses, by adding the following paragraph as loliows
'(c) Prohibited Uses (1) Helipads on any lot or open space within a Cluster
Development; and (2) the keeping or raising of livestock and poultry on the
premises of any lot or open space within a Cluster Development Livestock
and poultry shall include, but not be limited to: cattle, goats, sheep, swine.
horses, buffalo, bison, llamas, alpacas, emus, ostriches, yaks. elk. deer, chick-
ens, turtteys. or guinea fowl.'
fThis amendment is intended to clanly that helipads and keeping of livestock and
poultry IS not permitted m cluster residential developments Livestock or helipads
that currently exist on cluster lots may remain ]








Are you /n tavor of adoption of AmendmBni Na. 4 as proposed by the Planning Board lor the Bedford Zoning Ordinance as follows
To amend Article 45-2 DEFINITJOMS. by deteling the definilron for Elderly Housing and replacing \\ wilft the following:
ELDERLY HOUSING - Any housing intended lor, and solely occupied by, persons 62 years o) age Or older; or intended and oper-
ated for occupancy by at least one person 55 years or okJer per unit. Elderly housing shall provide slgnltlcant facllibea and aerv-
ices specftically designed to me«t the physical or social needs of older persons.''
[This amendmem is iniended to ensure that the definition of elderly housmg rncludes provision of ser^'tces to meal the needs of persons as
U>ey age)
Amendment No. 5
Are you in favor of adoption of Amendment No, 5 as proposed by the Planning Board for the Bedford Zoning Ordinance as fotlows:
To amend ArDcle 45-4-2 USE REGULATIONS, Section (b) (2) Elderly Houeing. a. Definition, by deleting the definilion and replacing it with
the following-
"(2) Elderly Housing In Corrtrnercial Zoning Districts
a. Definilion - The tetm "elderly housing" as used in thi© section shall moan any housing intended lor, and solely occupied by,
persons 62 years ot age of older. Elderly housing shell provide, and make available to residents tlwrein, si9ntflcarl taclhties and
services specifically desigrrad to meet the physical or social needs of older persons. Including, but not limited lo: dining facili-
ties; housekeeping services; securhy services; group transportation; and personnel response servkes. The Planning Board may
waive some or sti of the facilities or services where the proposed housing is necessary to provide low-income housing oppartu-
nltles for the eldarly.'
[This amenameni 13 intended lo specify ihai eldeny housing m the Apartment Residential, Commercial, Office, industrial ParK. and Sen/ice
Industrial zoning districts is restricted to persons 62 years of age and older, and requires that lacililies and services be provided to meet the
needs of older persons
]
Amendment No. 6
Are you in favor ct adoption o( Amendment No. 6 as proposed by the Planning Board for the Bedford Zoning Ordinance as follows.
To amend Article 4&-4-2 USE REGULATIONS. Section (b) by adding a new subsection as follows:
"(3) Elderly Housing in Cluster Residentiat Oevelopments
Elderly housing shall be permhled In Cluster residential developments in the Rssidential/Agr[cultural zone and the General
Residential zone subject to the following provistons:
a Deflnhlon - The term 'elderjy housing' as used in this section shall mean housing intended and operated for occupancy by at
least one person 56 years or older per unit.
b. Dinieneional Regulations - Dintensional ragulalions shall bo the same as Specified In Article 45-6. Cluster Residential
Development.
c. Density - Density shall be the same as specified in Article 45-6, Cluster Residential Development.
d. Special Conditions - Elderiy housing shall t» subject to the requirements of Article 45-6-5 0). entitled Design Standards for
Single Attached Dwellings tor Eldedy Housing.
"
[This amendmeni is intended to specify ihai elderly housing in cluster residential developments m the Residential/AgricuHural zone and the
General Residential zone is intended for occupancy by at least one person S5 years or older per unit.)
Amendment No. 7
Are you in favor of adoption cl Amendmeni No. 7 as proposed by the Planning Board for the Bedford Zoning Ordinance as foliows:
To amend Article 45-9-6. PERMITTED USES IN THE ROUTE 3 PEBFOHfWlANCE ZONE, by deleting Footnote (1) (O and replacing it with
the lollowing: ^/ ps/
"(1) (c) Elderly housing shall mean any housing Intended for. and solely occupied by, persons 62 years of age or older. Elderly YES
housing shall provide, and make available to residents therein, significant facilities and aervicea apecificalty designed to meet the ^^
physical or social needs of older persons. Including, tHJt not limited to: dining facilities; housekeeping services; security servic- "^^
es; group transportation; and personnel response services. The Planning Board may waive soma or all of the facilities or servic- ^^ Q
es wtiere the proposed housing is necessary to provide low-Income housing opportunities lor the elderly. All eldarty housing shall '
be supplied with municipal sewer and public water, and structures shall be fully sprlnklered."
[This amendment is interxJed to specrfy that elderly housing in the Route 3 Pertormance Zone is restricted to persons 62 and older and




To see 1! the Town vvill vote lo raise and appropriate a sum not to exceed eight million dollars (Sfl.QOO.OOO) plus interest earned m the amount
ol $500,000 on invested funds in an amount not to exceed, (or the purpose of reconstruction and rehaOi/italion of Town roads, such sum lo
be raised by the issuance of serial bonds or notes under and In oompliance with the Municipal Finance Act {RSA Chapter 33} and lo author-
ize the Town Council to issue and negotiate such Bonds or notes and to determine the rate of interest thoreon. anO fake such olher action
35 may be necessary to effect the Issuance, negotiation, sale and delivery ol such bonds or notes and shall be in the best interests of the
Town of Bedford, and pass any vote relating thereto. This article requires a two-thirds ballot vote.
YOU HAVE NOW COMPLETED VOTING
///J
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2004 WARRANT
To the inhabitants of the Town of Bedford in the
County of Hillsborough in the State of New
Hampshire qualified to vote on Town Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at McKelvie
School on Tuesday, March 9. 2004 at 7 o'clock in
the forenoon to act on the following Articles 1, 2
and 3. Polls are to close no later than 7^00 p.m.
Actions on Articles 4 through 7 will be held at the
Budgetary Town Meeting on Wednesday, March
3, 2004 at 7:00 p.m. at the McKelvie School (108
Liberty Hill Road).
Article 1 . Election of Town Officers
To elect two Town Councilors, 1 Trustee of the
Trust Funds and 1 Library Trustee for the
ensuing three years, 1 Town Moderator for the
ensuing 2 years, and 1 Supervisor of the Checklist
for the ensuing six years.
Article 2. Recreation Facility and Equipment
Improvements
To see if the Town will raise and appropriate a
sum not to exceed five hundred eighty thousand
dollars ($580,000) for the purpose of recreation
field and equipment improvements, such sum to
be raised by the issuance of serial bonds or notes
under and in compliance with the Municipal
Finance Act (RSA Chapter 33) and to authorize
the Town Council to issue and negotiate such
bonds and notes and to determine the rate of
interest thereon, and take such other action as
may be necessary to effect the issuance,
negotiation, sale and delivery of such bonds or
notes and shall be in the best interests of the
Town of Bedford, and pass any vote relating
thereto. This article requires a two-thirds
majority vote.
Article 3. Magazine Street Water Line Upgrade
and Extension
To see if the Town will raise and appi'opriate a
sum not to exceed three hundred sixty four
thousand dollars ($364,000) for the purpose of
extending and upgrading municipal water lines,
such sum to be raised by the issuance of serial
bonds or notes under and in compliance with the
Municipal Finance Act (RSA Chapter 33) and to
authorize the Town Council to issue and negotiate
such bonds and notes and to determine the rate of
interest thereon, and take such other action as
may be necessary to effect the issuance,
negotiation, sale and delivery of such bonds or
notes and shall be in the best interests of the
Town of Bedford, and pass any vote relating
thereto. This article requires a two-thirds
majority vote.
TOWN ARTICLES 4, 5, 6 AND 7 WILL BE VOTED ON
AT THE BUDGETARY TOWN MEETING ON MARCH
3, 2004 AT THE MCKELVIE SCHOOL (108 Liberty
Hill Road).
Article 4. Rescinding of Sewer Bond Authorized
and Unissued
To see if the Town will vote to rescind the
unissued balance, $404,000, of the bond issue
voted on at the March 1981 Town Meeting in
Article 4 for the purposes of sewer construction.
Article 5 . Magazine Street Water Extension
Shall the Town, if either Article 2 or 3 are
defeated, raise and appropriate $364,000 for the
extension of a water line on Magazine Street. The
source of said funding to be offset by the following
revenue sources^
Capital Reserve Withdrawal $102,700
Use of Unreserved Fund Balance $129,300
Property Tax Revenue $132,000
This article will have a $.07 impact on the tax
rate. (This article shall only take effect if either
Article 2 or 3 fails.)
Article 6 . Town Operating Budget
To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate such sums of money as may be
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Article 7 . Naming of Agent for Capital Reserves
To see if the Town will vote to appoint the Town
Council as the authorized agent for the purposes
of expending funds from each capital reserve
account maintained by the Trustees of the Trust
Funds.
The Town Council approved this warrant on
February 11. 2004.
Given under our hands and seal this 11th day of
February 2004.
BrtAce^SeariAxg^, Vice/ ChairYViav\y
2004 Town Council - Proposed Budget Summary
There is a tax increase in the Town portion of
property taxes of $0.10 to support the 2004
budget. The Town portion of the tax rate will be
$3.39 per $1,000 of assessed valuation.
Highlighted below are the projects and/or
equipment included within departmental budgets
that will continue to allow for the quality service
that the residents of Bedford have come to expect.
Additional costs in the budget are funded through
cost savings elsewhere and new revenues.
• The Town Council budget includes
$250,000 that is offset by revenues to be
deposited in a Capital Reserve for future
land needs. Also included is $305,210 for
principal and interest payment as well as
an additional principal reduction of
$202,148 for the Joppa Hill Farm parcel.
• The Town Manager's budget includes
$15,000 to lease electric/gasoline hybrid
vehicles that will replace less efficient
former police cruisers.
• The Finance Department includes $10,000
Capital Reserve deposit for future
software replacement.
• The Information Systems Department
includes $5,248 for computer file server
replacement and $25,532 for software
upgrades and a $10,000 Capital Reserve
deposit for future computer needs.
The Planning Department includes a
$20,000 Capital Reserve deposit for the
2010 Master Plan.
The Compensation Adjustment budget
includes funds for the second half
adjustment for non-union salaries to a
more competitive rate.
The Police Department budget includes
funds to hire an additional police officer.
This cost is offset in part by a federal
COPS grant.
The Public Works Department includes
funds for a six-wheel dump truck and a
one-ton truck, each offset in part by
withdrawals from Capital Reserve
accounts. The Highway budget includes
$160,000 for the construction of a new salt
dome, $82,000 of which is offset by a
withdrawal from a Capital Reserve
account. Also included are deposits into
various Capital Reserve accounts of
$65,000. The road operating budget is
$2,000,000, $982,400 for the
reconstruction. rehabilitation, and
resurfacing of town roads and $1,017,600
for the principal and interest of the road
bond. The Public Works Department will
also spend approximately $3,000,000 from
the existing road bond during 2004.
The Solid Waste budget includes the
annual Landfill Closure principal and
interest payments of $171,680. Also
included is an increase in tipping fees of
$45,073 to offset the increased amount of
trash dumped on an annual basis.
The Recreation Department includes an
increase in the recreation programs of
$7,489. $10,000 for the completion of the
pool and a new parks mower, partially
offset by a Capital Reserve withdrawal.
The Conservation Commission budget
includes $350,000 towards purchase of
conservation land if any becomes
available. This amount is offset by
revenue. The budget also includes $30,000
for a wetlands mapping project to be paid
for through donations.
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TOWN COUNCIL
William Greinei; Chairman
In 2003 the Town of Bedford embarked on several
major projects for the community. A road bond of
$8,000,000 was brought forward in March and
received nearly 80% support by the voters. This
was a major step towards implementing a new
road program that will enable substantial
progress to be made on improving Bedford's roads.
This bond, in addition to monies in the town
budget, will provide $11,000,000 over 3 years
toward this program.
This past year saw the town move forward with
additional recreation projects. The reconstruction
of the town pool and pool building is now
underway, new athletic fields were approved at
the Joppa Hill property and lights have been
constructed lights at Riley Field. Together these
improvements will create more recreational
opportunities for children and adults alike.
Bedford is in the midst of several infrastructure
projects to improve safety and traffic flows. The
new Kilton Road interchange got under way last
year and when completed will substantially
increase safety while lessening congestion in and
around that area. The new airport access road
has moved closer to reality with the acquisition of
the remaining land parcels that were needed.
Further, the town worked with the state to ensure
that the proper accesses for this roadway would be
constructed in order to enhance the viability of
our Route 3 Performance Zone. Lastly, Senator
Judd Gregg helped secure $1,000,000 for the
signalization of the Hardy and Jenkins Road
intersection with Route 101. The Route 101
Study initiated 4 years ago and done in
cooperation with neighboring towns as well as the
state made this possible.
The town's revaluation should be completed over
the next few months, and the new tax rates will go
into effect in the second half of 2004. As the
town's total valuation increases, the town's tax
rate will decline to reflect the increase in value.
The Town Council's proposed 2004 budget is
based on the existing property valuation. This
will allow residents to determine the effect of the
2004 proposed budget.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank
members of the Town Council as well as each
member of every Town Board and Commission for
their hard work and dedication. In addition, I
would like to thank the residents of Bedford for
their cooperation and patience over the past year.
The past year has been a very productive one in
many ways for Bedford and that productivity can
only be traced to the quality of the residents of
this community.
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FINANCE. PERSONNEL AND
TAX COLLECTION DEPARTMENTS
Crystal A. Dionne, CPA - Director
During 2003, the Town portion of the tax rate
increased $0.06, or 1.9% from $3.23 to $3.29 per
$1,000 of assessed valuation. It is important to
note that the property tax rate consists of four
individual tax rates! town, county, school and
state education. For any given year, the
Department of Revenue Administration finalizes
this rate in September. Therefore, the first half
tax bill represents an estimate of your tax
liability. Once the rate is set, the second half tax
bill is adjusted to reflect this change in rate. It is
also important to note that property taxes are due
each July P' and December 1*'. Payments received
subsequent to these dates are subject to a
statutory interest charge.
As always, it has been a pleasure to serve the
various departments of the Town in the areas of
both Finance and Personnel. I would like to take
this opportunity to personally thank my staff for
their continuous dedicated efforts in serving the
needs of our residents and all town departments.
Treasurer's Report
Treasurer^ Edith Schmidtchen
Assistant Treasurer: Daniel Murphy
Summary of Tax Lien Accounts
Fiscal Year Ended December 31. 2003
Town Funds






















Balance December 31. 2QQ3_ $10,017,659
Escrow Accounts Various Depositors
Balance January 1. 2003
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STATEMENT OF BONDED DEBT 12/31/03
Principal






























1994 Public Safety Complex Bonds
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Plodzik & Sanderson
Professional Association/Accounianis & Auditors
193 North Main Street » Concord • New Hampshire « 03301-5063 • 603-225-6996 • FAX-224-1380
INDEPENDENTAUDITOR S REPORT
To the Members of the
Town Council and Town Manager
Town of Bedford
Bedford, New Hampshire
We have audited the accompanying general purpose financial statements of the Town of Bedford, New Hampshire as
of and for the year ended December 31, 2002 as listed in the table of contents. These general purpose financial
statements are the responsibility of the Town's management. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these
general purpose financial statements based on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United States of America.
Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the general
purpose fmancial statements are free of material misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence
supporting the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements. An audit also includes assessing the accounting
principles used and significant estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall financial statement
presentation. We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinion.
The general purpose financial statements referred to above do not include the general fixed assets account group which
should be included in order to conform with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America.
As is the case with most municipal entities in the State of New Hampshire, the Town of Bedford has not maintained
historical cost records of its fixed assets. The amount that should be recorded in the general fixed assets account group
is not known.
In our opinion, except for the effect on the financial statements of the omission described in the preceding paragraph,
the general purpose fmancial statements referred to above present fairly, in all material respects, the financial position
of the Town of Bedford as of December 3 1 , 2002, and the results of its operations and the cash flows of its proprietary
fund types and nonexpendable trust funds for the year then ended in conformity with accounting principles generally
accepted in the United States of America.
Our audit was made for the purpose of forming an opinion on the general purpose financial statements of the Town
of Bedford taken as a whole. The combining and individual fund financial statements listed as schedules in the table
of contents are presented for purposes of additional analysis and are not a required part of the general purpose fmancial
statements of the Town of Bedford. Such information has been subjected to the auditing procedures applied in the audit
of the general purpose financial statements and, in our opinion, is fairly presented in all material respects in relation
to the general purpose financial statements taken as a whole.
April 16, 2003
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PLANNING BOARD
Paul Drahnak, Chairman
The year 2003 was notable for commercial and
industrial growth in Bedford, as the Planning
Board approved a total of 294,263 square feet of
new commercial and industrial space. This year
the Board approved Bedford's first "re-
development" project that included demolishing
the aging Caldor discount store and rebuilding the
site with a new supermarket, retail space, and a
gas station. New residential subdivisions were
almost non-existent, and only one svibdivision
with more than 5 lots was approved.
A Planning Board subcommittee worked on ideas
for a new performance zoning district along Route
101 that would encourage a "village center"
identity and would emphasize development of
businesses oriented towards local shopping. The
proposed design guidelines are intended to
enhance future highway improvements as
recommended in the Bedford Route 101 Corridor
Studv, 2002.
Final approval was granted for:
• 10 Subdivision Plans = 43 new residential lots
and 3 new commercial lots
• 11 Site Plans = 294,263 sq. ft. of new
commercial space -I- 62 elderly condominiums
• 1 Site Plan = 35,000 square foot church
• 3 Lot Line Adjustment Plans
• 5 Home Occupation Permits
• 4 Change-of-Use Site Plans to convert 8,212
square feet of existing space
• 25 Miscellaneous Plans - concepts, waivers,
site plan renewals, design reviews
Major developments reviewed included:
Stop N' Shop Supermarket - 72,934 sq. ft.
supermarket, 4,000 sq. ft. retail, gas station
Riverside Assisted Living - 56,000 sq. ft.
elderly assisted living facility
Bedford Village Inn Spa - 62,208 sq. ft.
hotel rooms, and restaurant
Bedford Community Church - 35,000 sq.
sanctuary, office, and classroom space




The Spine Institute - 28,000 sq. ft. of medical
office space
Private Label Specialties — 20,000 sq. ft. light
manufacturing and warehouse
Greenfield Farms Phase 8 — 30 residential lots
PLANNING & ZONING DEPARTMENT
Karen White, AICP, Director
Development Trends
Commercial economic development flourished in
Bedford during 2003, and there are strong
indications that this trend will extend well into
2004. Unlike the 1990's, where new office space
dominated the construction market, Bedford is
currently experiencing development of a variety of
new retail, medical office, light manufacturing,
and hospitality businesses. In contrast, new
residential subdivisions have plummeted from an
average of 125 new lots per year to only 43
residential lots in 2003. This decrease reflects the
dwindling supply of vacant residential land in
Bedford.
Regional Water District
The Planning Director actively participated with a
group of 16 municipalities in southern New
Hampshire to create a regional water district that
would acquire and operate a water company to
serve approximately 28,000 business and
residential customers in the southern tier. A
Charter Committee has been meeting almost
weekly during 2003 to write a charter for the new
non-profit water district and the group supported
passage of new state legislation that gives
regional water districts the authority to issue
bonds without pledging the credit of the
constituent municipalities.
Impact Fees
Several recent decisions by the New Hampshire
Supreme Court have raised questions regarding
the criteria for collecting school and recreation
impact fees on residential homes. The planning
staff was kept busy performing research and
preparing records for the Zoning Board as
numerous appeals regarding payment of impact
fees were filed in 2003.
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Route 101 Performance Zone
In conjunction with the Planning Board, the
Planning Department staff developed a working
draft for a new zoning district along Route 101.
The ordinance would incorporate "performance
measurements" for building size, parking location,
landscaping, lighting, architecture, and signage
for development of the commercial land along
Route 101.
REPORT OF THE SOUTHERN NEW
HAMPSHIRE PLANNING COMMISSION
The Southern New Hampshire Planning
Commission has a wide range of services and
resources available to help the dues-paying
members deal with a variety of municipal issues.
Technical assistance is provided by a professional
staff whose expertise is, when necessary,
supplemented by consultants who are selected for
their specialized skills or services. Each year,
with the approval of your appointed
representatives, the Commission staff designs and
carries out programs of area-wide significance
that are mandated under New Hampshire and
federal laws or regulations, as well as local or site-
specific projects which would pertain more
exclusively to your community.
Technical assistance is provided in a professional
and timely manner by staff at the request of your
Planning Director and/or the Town Manager. The
Commission conducts planning studies and
carries out projects that are of common interest
and benefit to all member communities, keeps
your officials apprised of changes in planning and
land use regulation and, in conjunction with the
New Hampshire Municipal Association, offers
training workshops for Planning and Zoning
Board members on an annual basis.
Services that were performed for the Town of
Bedford during the past year are as follows^
1. Co-sponsored the Municipal Law Lecture
series. These meetings were attended by
Bedford officials.
2. Conducted traffic counts at thirty-six (36)
locations in the Town of Bedford. Data was
forwarded to the town's Planning Director.
3. Provided the Bedford Conservation
Commission a set of documents pertaining to
New Hampshire's Wetlands and Shorelands
workshop.
4. Provided a video of the presentation made
at the workshop.
5. Forwarded to the Planning Department a
copy of the Regional Bicycle and Pedestrian
Plan.
6. Made population and dwelling unit
projections for the town. The Planning
Director's input was considered in
developing the final numbers. Copies of the
projections have been forwarded to the
Planning Department. A staff planner of
the Commission made a formal presentation
to the Planning Board.
7. Employment Projections for the town
broken down by small areas (or traffic
zones) were forwarded to the Planning
Department.
8. Provided a videotape of the discussion on
the decision of the US Supreme Court on
Tahoe Sierra Preservation Council Inc, et al.
vs. Tahoe Regional Planning Agency, et al.
9. Completed a Hazard Mitigation Plan for
the town. The plan in the draft form has
met all the requirements of FEMA and has
been approved by that agency.
Bedford's Representatives
to the Commission are^
David J. Danielson {Exec. Committee)
Edward P. Moran, Jr.
Denis Parker
ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
Sandra LaMontagne, Chairman
The Zoning Board of Adjustment has the
authority to act in four separate and distinct
categories: Appeal from Administrative Decision:
Requests for Special Exceptions: Request for
Variances; and Equitable Waivers of Dimensional
Requirements. The Board can grant any of the
above items, where justified, but cannot amend
the Zoning Ordinance or map. The Zoning Board
of Adjustment is made up of 5 full members, one
of which is a Town Councilor, and 3 Alternate
members, all of which are appointed by the Town
Council.
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Zoning ordinances involve more unusual
conditions and extenuating circumstances than
other land use regulations. Boards of Adjustment
are established to provide for the satisfactory
resolution of many of these situations without
burdening the courts.
In 2003, the Zoning Board of Adjustment re\aewed
59 applications for variances, special exceptions,
equitable waivers and administrative appeals.
This is more than double the number of
applications last year. There were so many
applications that the Board had to add extra
meetings on several occasions.
The Zoning Administrator handles all public
inquires regarding zoning questions and advises
citizens on application procedures. Karin Elmer,
Planner 1, attends our meetings and provides
information to Board members on the
applications. All meetings are open to the public.
The Board hears evidence for and against
variances, appeals from administrative decisions,
and requests for special exceptions and equitable
waivers. After hearing the evidence, the Board
discusses the requests and votes in public session.
Applications for the Zoning Board of Adjustment
and their meeting schedule are available at the
Town Offices, and are also available on line at the
Town of Bedford website at www.ci.Bedford.nh.us .
Minutes of all meetings are also available at the
Town of Bedford website. All applications are
required to be submitted 14 days prior to the
anticipated hearing date.
CEMETERY TRUSTEES
Doris Peck Spurway, Secretary/Trustee
The Board of Trustees, Ralph Wiggin, Chairman;
Donald Folsom, Trustee: and Doris Peck Spurway.
Secretary/Trustee held nine meetings during
2003.
The new cemetery section at the top of the hill in
Bedford Center Cemetery, "Hilltop" was opened
on June 14"i with a ribbon cutting ceremony.
Townspeople attending were given a tour and an
opportimity to purchase a lot. A time-line
brochure of its history was available. Bill
Burleigh, whose grandfather donated this section
of land, cut the ribbon and Town Councilman
Kevin Keyes also took part in the ceremony.
The board updated its by-laws and wording on the
burial rights document for implementation in
2004. Lots sold this year totaled 14, burials or
cremations were 21, and one transfer document
was issued. The cemetery is closed to traffic
during the winter months. Contact a trustee for
information or questions.
There are four cemeteries in the Town of Bedford,
three in which there are no longer burials. These,
and one section of the Center Cemetery, which is
maintained by a private association, have
gravestones dating back to the 18"^ Century. All
of the town owned cemeteries, plus the Walker
Monument, are maintained on a yearly basis
under the jurisdiction of the Trustees.
SUPERVISORS OF THE CHECKLIST
Laura Dunn, Norma Sedgwick, Dorothy L. Witzel
As of December 2003 the voting list recorded
2,518 Democrats, 6,803 Republicans, and 3,846
Undeclared, for a total of 13,167 registered voters.
The Supervisors hold evening and Saturday
sessions for registration of voters, as well as
corrections to the checklist, before each election.
These sessions are posted in the Town Office, the
Library, and published in local newspapers.
Residents may also register, correct or change
their party at the Town Offices during regular
office hours. Eligible residents are also allowed
to register to vote at the polls on voting days.
The Supervisors wish to thank Wanda Jenkins,
Town Clerk, and her staff for handling the
majority of registrations.
BEDFORD VILLAGE COMMON COMMITTEE
The Bedford Village Common is a 9.44 acre.
Town-owned piece of land being developed into an
open, meadow-like park. It is located in Bedford's
Historic District, forming an arc that extends from
the intersection of Rt. 101 and Bell Hill Rd., up
behind the Bedford Public Library, and back down
to Rt. 101 to the newly installed black fence. The
development of the park is being done in phases,
overseen by the Bedford Village Common
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Committee. The first phase, completed in 2003,
was clearing of brush, allowing for a more open
view of what the landscape has to offer. Plans for
2004 include installing plant material along the
black fence, and building walking trails
throughout the park. Other future plans include
a Veterans memorial (a $1000 donation was given
by the VFW to help with this project), a memorial
in honor of Maurice Goulet, long time resident.
State Representative and town servant, ($2,000
has already been donated), benches, additional
plantings, and much-needed additional parking
near the Library. The Bedford Village Common
Committee includes Tom Riley (Chair), Lori
Radke (Vice Chair), Jeanene Procopis, Jayne
Spaulding, Mervyn Taub, Beverly Thomas.
Kristin Desmarais, Andy Egan (Councilor, regular
member), Michael Scanlon (Councilor, alternate
member), Anne Cruess, (consultant), and Nancy
Larson (Planner 11).
HISTORIC DISTRICT COMMISSION
The Historic District Commission met 6 times during
2003. The Commission approved 4 commercial
signs, 2 commercial renovations, 1 commercial
addition, 2 sheds, 1 landscape plan, 6 residential
renovations, 2 residential additions, 1 dweUing
relocation, the partial dismantling of a structure, and
the development of a retail village. The Commission
also rejected two appUcations for fencing.
The Historic District Commission also heard three
Conceptual Reviews allowing the applicants to
present their ideas to the board for comment before
finaUzing then- plans and submitting an apphcation
for approval.
Discussions were continued on a proposal by the
Plarming Board on having a commercial district
within the Historic District with a set of redefined
standards and regulations. One of the ideas was
to have architectural limitations and height
restrictions to keep the New England feel to the area.
The Historic District Commission agreed to allow
the Planning Board to have sole authority over
the commercial properties that would be affected
by these new regulations, if they were adopted,
(these new regulations were not adopted by the
Planning Board).
Members completed and approved a
Documentation Checklist to be given to each
applicant to assist them in insuring that they
include all the information necessary for a thorough
review by the Commission.
The Historic District Commission began identifying
properties within the Historic District where violations
of the regulations had been observed. These violations
were brought to the attention of the Zoning
Department. The board felt that this was necessary
due to increased activity within the Historic District
that had not been reviewed and approved.
The meeting time was changed from 7^30 pm to 7^00
pm in order to be consistent with the other board and
commission meetings. (Meetings are still held on the
fii-st Tuesday of each month).
Gregor Zimmermann served as Chairperson of the
Historic District Commission with Beverly
Thomas as Vice-Chairperson. Other members of
the Commission include Paula Pease, William
Greiner representing the Town Council, and
Harold Newberry representing the Planning
Board. Alternates include William Jean, Anne
Hoffman and Timmie Maine Miller. Andy Egan is
the Town Council alternate and Deb Sklar
represented the Planning Board. Librarian Shirley
Barron is the staff haison.
ASSESSING DEPARTMENT
William H. Ingalls, Assessor
During 2003, the Town of Bedford continued to
experience growth, although at a slower rate than
2002. Overall, Bedford's total assessed valuation
increased 3.4% over 2002. This is .6% less than
between 2001 and 2002, and appears to be the
result of economic concerns including the
weakened technology industry and the global
climate.
Residential
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and a technology industry showing signs of
expansion again appear to be leading toward
further steady growth and a continued optimistic
outlook for Bedford for 2004 and beyond. In
addition, several commercial projects are nearing
completion with more to come over the next few
years, continuing to lead towards favorable
economic conditions in town.
As of September 2003, the classifications






















The year 2003 ushered in the new statewide
certification process, with municipalities all over
the state having their assessing practices and
statistics reviewed once every five years for
accuracy and consistency. During the year of
certification review (2003 for Bedford), the
assessments in a city/town must be between 90%-
110% of market value. The certification process is
what prompted Bedford's first complete
revaluation in 17 years to be completed in August
2004, reflecting market value as of April 1, 2004.
In the years between certification beginning in
2005, re-verification and inspection of property
data will be ongoing so that when a valuation
update is performed it will be done using the most
accurate data possible without conducting another
complete revaluation every four to five years.
Public access computer terminals are available in
the assessing lobby along with tax maps for
property research, and copies of records are
available for a nominal fee. Assessing office hours
are 8:00 AM to 4:30 PM Monday through Friday.
CONSERVATION COMMISSION
This has been a very busy and controversial year
for the Bedford Conservation Commission. We
strongly advocated our case for the conservation of
the Joppa Hill Farm, and that the Master Plan for
the property be shelved as it did not meet the
conservation aims of the Commission. This was
agreed to by Town Council, and the Commission is
now preparing a Land Management Plan as part
of an overall conservation easement which we
plan to secure over the entire property. This
easement will allocate appropriate land to the
Parks and Recreation Committee and set aside
some acreage for the Town's future needs. We
reached an amicable agreement with the Town
Council and the Recreation Committee over the
allocation and development of land for playing
fields there.
The Commission reviewed 13 dredge and fill
applications totaling 83,202 square feet. More
than 80%) of this was for the State Department of
Transportation, over which we have no control. In
total only about a third of an acre was modified by
private developers.
During the year the Commission discussed how
we could better protect the wetlands in town. We
proposed a new ordinance to the Planning Board,
but on review concluded that we needed to
substantiate our suggested changes by doing more
study of the issues involved. We are planning to
write a better ordinance for consideration next
year.
We started a project to identify all the town owned
conservation land so that we can better manage
these assets, and progress on this is being made.
I would like to thank my fellow commissioners for
a challenging year of hard work and long
meetings and hearings, and for attending site
walks, often in inclement weather. Members
include Mervyn Taub, Chairman: Glenn Boston,
Vice Chairman: Denise Ricciardi, Doris Przybyla,
Jeffrey Nelson. William Van Anglen (Council
Rep), and Robert Young (Planning Bd. Rep).
Alternate members include Paul Hannan, Karen
Simmons, Kevin Keyes (Council alternate), and
Jon Levenstein (Planning Board alternate). Staff
Liaison is Karin Elmer.
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Pulpit Rock Subcommittee
The Pulpit Rock Subcommittee of the
Conservation Commission is charged with
overseeing and managing Bedford's Pulpit Rock
Conservation Area. This past year, the committee
conducted a workday at the Pulpit in May and an
Education Day in September. Pulpit Rock
Committee members include Richard Moore, Bill
Ewing, Peter Delano, Jay Barry. Bill Burns, Clark
Gott, Ray Landry, Karen Neumann, Doug Pryce,
Eric Soederberg, Barbara Tufts, and Conservation
Commission representative, Jeffrey Nelson.
Our thanks are extended to all who have helped
out at the Pulpit for our annual workday, and we
invite anyone who would like to learn more about
the birds, trees, geology, and history of the area,
to join us for one of our Education Days.
BEDFORD PARKS AND RECREATION
DEPARTMENT AND COMMISSION
Don Foster - Chairman
Brian Ross - Parks & Recreation Director
The Bedford Parks and Recreation Department
had several major projects during the 2003 year.
The Pool Building and Pool Renovation Project
was approved for funding by voters in March. The
Pool Project broke ground in September with
construction continuing through the winter
months. Opening day for the new Pool House, the
main pool and new splash pool will be Saturday,
June 05, 2004.
(Town Pool Under Construction)
Two fields at the Joppa Hill Property were
approved in Fall of 2003 by the Town Council, the
Conservation Commission and Parks and
Recreation Commission. Thanks to all those who
supported the effort of having the fields at Joppa
Hill Property. Construction of the two fields will
begin in May of 2004 with actual use of the fields
starting in Fall of 2005.
Bedford's own "Field of Dreams" came true for
many Bedford players this past Spring at the
Riley Baseball Field off Nashua Road. Steve
Lungo, President of Bedford Babe Ruth League,
spearheaded the effort to raise money along with
the Town's contribution to have lights at Riley
Field a reality. Many thanks to Steve Lungo and
Bedford Babe Ruth League for their efforts in
lighting Riley Field.
A new Multipurpose Field was constructed this
past summer at the Greenfield Farms subdivision.
The field was built by LaMontagne Builders for
the Town of Bedford. This field will be ready to be
used in Fall of 2004. Many thanks to LaMontagne
Builders for completing this project for the youth
of Bedford.
2003 was a big year for Recreation Facility
Improvements. These improvements will provide
healthy and active benefits for many residents in
the years to come. Thanks to all who supported
these projects.
On the Program and Special Event side, the Parks
and Recreation Department was extremely busy
in 2003. Jane O'Brien, our Program Coordinator,
became a fulltime employee. With her experience
and dedication, we offered over 30 Preschool
Programs during the year, which brought in the
necessary revenue to offset the cost of making her
a fulltime employee.
Our Summer Season was very successful. It was
one of the busiest ones ever. 89 children per week
were involved in our Camp Passaconnaway
Summer Camp Program. Over 150 children were
registered for the Camp Program, which brought
in over $90,000 to pay for this successful 8-week
summer program.
Our Family Summer Cultural Series went well. It
was our IS"' summer season with over 1,000
people attending the six shows. Many thanks to
Habs Real Estate Group for sponsoring this
Summer Cultural Series enjoyed by families of
Bedford.
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The Town Pool was a hot spot during the summer
with 544 children taking swim lessons, swim team
practices and meets, the free swims and the
various camps using the pool to learn to swim,
cool off and have fun! With all the new
improvements at the pool, we are looking forward
to more water fun and more people using the pool
in 2004.
Olde Towne Day, held on Saturday, September
13"^, was the lO"' Anniversary of this community
celebration with thousands attending and
enjoying the activities from the "Frog Jumping
Contest" to the "Taste of Bedford". Proceeds from
Olde Towne Day went to Bedford Youth
Performing Company, Animal Rescue League,
McKelvie School "Stand By Me" Program, and the
Preschool Program of Bedford Parks and
Recreation Department.
In closing I want to ''thank all" who sponsored or
donated to the Projects and Programs for Parks
and Recreation in 2003. It takes a community
effort to make it a healthier and better place to
live. Many individuals, organizations and
businesses did their part to make this possible in
the Bedford community.
BEDFORD COMMUNITY TELEVISION (BCTV)
Bill Jennings, Station Manager
Bedford Community Television (BCTV), Channel
16, is the town's local Public, Educational and
Government access community television station.
The channel is provided to the community as part
of the contractual arrangement with the town's
cable service provider, Comcast. The funding to
support the station comes from fees collected by
Comcast from Cable Subscribers. These fees are
called "Franchise Fees" and are sent to the town
quarterly to help finance the operation of the
station. No tax dollars are used to fund the
station.
2003 was an exciting year for BCTV. In February
the station had its first official "Open House".
Over 150 residents toured the station and got a
chance to learn how a Community Access
Television station operates. Many of those who
attended are now camera, production and editing
volunteers. Live cablecasts such as Town Council
Meetings, Planning Board Meetings, Town
Council and School Board Candidate Debates as
well as live BCTV studio election coverage all took
place in 2003, and will continue to expand as the
station moves forward into 2004.
In October, BCTV was recognized with eight
programming awards by the Northeast Alliance
for Community Media, which also includes the
states of New York and New Jersey. BCTV
received a total of eight awards making it one of
the top three stations in total awards received in
the entire Northeast. The station submitted 21
programs for judging and we're very proud of all
our producers. The station had three first place
winners for excellence in Community Television
Programming. Receiving first place awards were
BCTV volunteer producers, Terri Shawver, for
"Terri, Screech and Friends" in Children's
Programming, Ann Davison for "Eyewitness
Bedford: A Student's Point of View" for news
programming, and Dr. Alicen-J McGowan for her
program "Exploring Transgender Issues".
"Between the Lines" with producer David Kirsch
and hosts Jim Morgan. Chuck Grau, and Peter
Waligora received second place for "Election
Coverage". Captain Kevin Murray received third
place for his program, "Captain's Corner", and
Coleen Richardson received third place for the
"Community Bulletin Board" Category. West
High Student and Bedford resident Gary Burns
received a third place finish and "Judges Merit"
award for his program "Countdown TV.
BCTV has had many celebrities and politicians
who have been interviewed on various BCTV
programs. Some of those included 2003 Miss
America, Erika Harold, Dean Kamen,
Congressman Jeb Bradley, Governor Craig
Benson, Senator John Sununu, and former
Governor Jean Shaheen.
In November, the town completed its cable
negotiations and signed a new ten year franchise
agreement with Comcast. This is exciting news
for the Town of Bedford because it will allow the
station to expand its coverage and update its
existing equipment to help improve cablecast
programming. As a result of the contract, the
station will now have a second channel, Channel
22. This channel will be dedicated strictly to
government and School Board programming. By
September of 2004, two additional oi'igination
points will be added for live cablecast
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programming. The first will be at the School
Administrative Unit (SAU) for televising live
School Board meetings. The second location will
be at the McKelvie School Gym and "Cafetorium"
for televising large town or school meetings and
other special events. Additional funding will also
allow the station to upgrade its town meeting
room camera equipment and expand the number
of cameras and audio equipment in the SAU.
Additional cameras, studio and editing equipment
will be upgraded and added to enhance full
station production capability.
The station is governed by a Board of Overseers
that meets monthly at the BCTV Town Meeting
Room. The station is part of the Town of Bedford
with fiscal responsibility remaining with the
Town Manager and Town Council.
In 2003, the station was manned by a full time
Station Manager and a part time evening
Assistant Station Manager. With the additional
funding under the new cable contract, the part
time employee will now become full time. This
will allow station personnel to expand the
station's local programming coverage and create a
more formal training program for those interested
in getting trained in video production, studio and
field camera usage, editing, lighting and more.
However, that being said, it should be noted that
the station does not have a full time news, sports
and entertainment staff like professional stations.
The station will still have to rely on volunteers
from the community to help cover local events and
produce informative and entertaining shows.
Contact Bill Jennings, Station Manager, or Coleen
Richardson, Assistant Station Manager to learn
more about the station and how you can get
involved by calling 472-8288 or signing on to the
BCTV website at www.bedfordtv.com .
BEDFORD POLICE DEPARTMENT
David C. Bailey, Police Chief
The year 2003 was a year that we will never soon
forget. In September, Officer Sean Kilbreth was
wounded in an exchange of gunfire at the Bedford
Grove Shopping complex. He acted in a manner
that we would expect all police officers to act in
such an event. The end of the year also showed
increased activity in business and home
burglaries and armed robberies. We could have
easily had another shoot out as a Sgt. was driving
into a gas station as a robber was running out
waving a weapon. A vehicle chase ensued and the
suspect was captured and fortunately no shots
were fired. These incidents remind us that we
must be trained for all types of events, as we are
not immune, even though Bedford remains a safe
community to live and work in.
2003 brought changes in personnel. In the month
of December two long time employees. Captain
Thomas Burke and Sgt. Dana Finn retired. I
thank them for their dedicated service. Captain
Paul Roy will now run the Patrol Division and
Lieutenant David Davison was promoted to take
charge of the Detective Division. Taking Lt.
Davison's place as a patrol sergeant is Gary
Norton. Shortly I will be promoting someone to
take Sgt. Finn's position. Therefore I have to fill
two new slots, and if the 2004 budget is approved,
a new position, which will be partially funded
with a Federal COPS grant. The administrative
and detective divisions now occupy the first floor
wing, which used to be occupied by a private
company. We moved in June and the second floor
that we vacated is now rented by the ATF. We
look forward to a long partnership with the ATF,
plus the town will be receiving rent for space that
was unoccupied for almost two years. Finally in
2003, a new console was installed in the dispatch
center, and we are now transmitting in digital as
compared to analog. Those with scanners have
probably noticed that they cannot hear us now.
The new console increases efficiency, productivity
and flexibility. Utilizing digital improves audio
quality, reduces cross talk, and provides faster
access and high immunity to radio frequency
interference. There are commercial scanners
available to receive these transmissions as
blocking scanners was not a goal of the new
system.
The Bedford Police Department looks forward to
2004 and ways we can continue to keep Bedford
safe from criminals. both domestic and
international. As always, as Chief, I wish to
thank the staff of the Bedford Police Department,
the other town departments, the Town Manager
and the Town Council, and of course, the citizens
of the Town of Bedford for their continued help
and cooperation.
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MV Summons Issued 1775
MV Warnings Issued 6257
Assaults 31
Assist Fire 192




























Town Ordinance Violations 19
Vandalism 312
BEDFORD FIRE DEPARTMENT
Scott A. Wiggin, Fire Chief
The Bedford Fire Department experienced an
exceptional 2003. We had four new hires this past
year; all individuals are at paramedic level. They
are Firefighter Paramedic's Jeffery Humphrey,
Michael John, Jonathan Snow and Eric Thomas.
This currently gives us two paramedics on each
shift, and each shift consists of four personnel
staffed 24/7 when fully staffed.
A new Fire Engine was received in February; this
replaced a 1976 Ford Fire Engine that served the
town for 27 years.
A 2003 Ford Expedition was purchased to replace
a 1989 Chevy Citation that was 14 years of age.
This is designated as a Command Vehicle for fii-e
scene management and accountability.
The Fire Department was the recipient of several
grants this past year, including:
• Emergency Management Grant for $4,072.00
consisting of an all hazard drill and a lap top
computer.
• Domestic Preparedness Grant for $4,173.36
consisting of Protective Equipment.
• Homeland Security I & II Grant for $46,000.00
consisting of SCBA upgrades and Fit and Flow
Testing Equipment.
• Highway Safety Grant for $630.00 consisting of
cordless extrication equipment and vehicle
stabilization struts.
This past year we were the recipients of
$151,717.00 for a Supplemental Environmental
Project (SEP) that was levied against a local
business. This consisted of two Household
Hazardous Waste Days for the community, in
station air compressor, 14-foot mobile air supply
trailer, technical rescue equipment, two portable
lap top computers, SCBA up grades and
individual masks for all personnel, and computer
aided software for pre-planning of town buildings.
We also have added a total of four. Automated
External Defibrillators (AED) to the Police
Department's Cruisers; civic groups in the
community and the Firefighter's Association
donated this equipment. CPR and the use of the
AED'S were delivered by the Fire Department to
all police personnel.
It has been a pleasure to serve the community for
the past year.
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REPORT OF FOREST FIRE WARDEN AND
STATE FOREST RANGER
Your local Forest Fire Warden. Fire Department,
and the State of New Hampshire Division of
Forests and Lands cooperate and coordinate to
reduce the risk of wildland fires in New
Hampshire. To help us assist you. contact your
local Forest Fire Warden or Fire Department to
find out if a permit is required before doing ALL
outside burning. Fire permits are mandatory for
all outside burning unless the ground where the
burning is to be done (and surrounding areas) is
completely covered with snow. Violations of RSA
227-L:i7, the fire permit law and the other
burning laws of the State of New Hampshire are
misdemeanors punishable by fines up to $2,000
and/or a year in jail, plus suppression cost.
A new law effective January 1, 2003 prohibits
residential trash burning (RSA 125-N). Contact
New Hampshire Department of Environmental
Services at (800) 498-6868 or www.des.state.nh.us
for more information.
Help us to protect you and our forest resources.
Most New Hampshire wildfires are human
caused. Homeowners can help protect their homes
by maintaining adequate green space around the
house and make sure that the house number is
correct and visible. Contact your Fire Department
or the New Hampshire Division of Forests and
Lands at www.nhdfl.org or 271-2217 for wildland
fire safety information.
ONLY YOU CAN PREVENT WILDLAND FIRES
2003 FIRE STATISTICS
(All fires Reported thru November 03, 2003)
Totals by County
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BUILDING DEPARTMENT STATISTICS
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BEDFORD PUBLIC WORKS
James B. Stanford, P.E., Director
Bedford Public Works has five divisions:
Administrative, Highway, SoUd Waste,
Wastewater and Building Maintenance. There
are 23 FT, 6 PT and 3 seasonal employees. The
department is responsible for maintaining a large
segment of the Town's physical infrastructure as
well as delivering important services including
trash waste disposal: sewer service: snow/ice
removal and treatment; Town events assistance!
and new subdivision construction oversight.
The comprehensive roads program continued this
year, in part, with funding from the 8 million
dollar bond appropriation approved at Town
Meeting. We continue use of the pavement
management system to evaluate and recommend
cost effective alternatives for improving the
condition of town roads. Jeff Foote, P.E. was
added to the staff this year to oversee design and
construction of the major roadway and drainage
projects. In total, over 17 miles of town roads
were improved with rehabilitation or bituminous
asphalt treatment. Among the many road
projects. County Road fi'om Liberty Hill Road to
Patten Road underwent complete reconstruction
with drainage system improvements, installation
of sewer force main system and updated water
main.
I would like to thank all the staff members for
their cooperation and congratulate them on their
many accomplishments this past year.
HIGHWAY DIVISION
Paul Belanger. Superintendent / Asst. Director
During the 2003 winter seasons there were 25
incidents of snow and ice. January through
March had several heavy accumulation snowfall
events, and the trend continued in December with
major storms and freezing temperatures. Again
we enter the New Year with snow-cover and a
continuation of the current winter weather
pattern.
Highway crews continued to play a key role in our
long-range road improvement plan by spending
the non-winter months on general road
maintenance and drainage system construction.
As part of the roads program, crews re-graded the
southern-most portion of Wallace Road and made
several improvements to the drainage system. To
aid in the maintenance responsibilities, the
Department purchased a new road sweeper, 6-
wheel dump truck, front-end loader and an all-
purpose tractor.
WASTEWATER. SOLID WASTE AND
BUILDING MAINTENANCE DIVISIONS
Stephen R. Crean, Environmental Coordinator
Wastewater projects completed in 2003 include
the Hampton Inn. Stop and Shop. Sullivan Tire,
the intersection of South River Road and Route
101, County Road Project, and several small
extensions in the Performance Zones.
The recycling program continues to be a big
success and is saving taxpayers thousands of
dollars in disposal fees. Increased participation in
recycling will result in futures savings to the
Town. Coordination of hauling vendors is working
out very well under the direction of Jerome
Spooner. In 2004. design work will continue for
the Transfer Station expansion.
Building maintenance projects in 2003 included
replacing an air conditioner at the Town Office
Building and minor improvements at the Town
Hall.
I would like to thank all the other departments for
their help and support during 2003.
(WallaceRoadRegrading)
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TREATMENT
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BEDFORD WATER AND SEWER ADVISORY
COMMITTEE
Bruce A. Thomas, P.E., Chairman
On September 25, 2002, the Town Council
authorized the formation of the Bedford Water
and Sewer Advisory Committee. The Committee
is charged to advise the Town Council and make
recommendations in conservation, planning,
infrastructure, funding mechanisms and
legislation.
Conservation includes education on conservation
methods, quality of well water, and protection of
aquifers.
Planning includes identification of low water
areas of town, identification of low gi-ade water
supply or quality, and recommendation of
water/sewer ordinances/guidelines to the Planning
Board to use when evaluating new building, and
to adopt an integrated approach to
lahd/water/sewer/road planning.
Infrastructure includes coordination with the road
improvement program, town-wide monitoring to
measure changes in the supply or quality of
water, evaluation of the most direct, lowest cost
path to bring water and sewer to identified areas
of Town.
Funding mechanisms include the investigation of
funding to offset infrastructure costs, negotiate
rate structure with water/sewer utilities,
investigate State/Federal funding and/or grant
programs, and the investigation of a formation of
a water district with surrounding towns.
To date, the Committee's focus has been on
discussing and advising the Town Council on
matters pertaining to the Countj' Road
reconstruction project, a town"wide water system
conceptual plan, the formation of a Pennichuck
Regional Water District, private well
contamination matters and review of proposed
water conservation legislation.
The Committee typically meets on the second
Friday of each month at 7^30 a.m. Members
include Leonard Bailey, Paul Goldberg, Richard
Moore, Bruce Thomas, Town Council
Representatives Kevin Keyes and William Van
Anglen, Steven Crean, Environmental
Coordinator, Karen White, Town Planner and
Keith Hickey, Town Manager.
BEDFORD PUBLIC LIBRARY
Shirley A. Barron, Library Director
Trustees- Robert Brooks, Edward Moran &
Richard Tucker
The year 2003 was another extraordinarily busy
one at the library, and another year marked by
change and increased activity. We completed a
major software upgrade as part of our library's
GMILCS consortium, a shared regional network of
nine public and three academic libraries, and are
now providing a much more user-friendly web
accessible online catalog (iPAC) with enriched
content, including book reviews, book summaries,
and the table of contents of new books. Users can
manage their library accounts remotely from
home or office, request new items and renew
online. The software upgrade also included the
replacement of our circulation, interlibrary loan,
serials, acquisitions and cataloging modules,
which have improved the internal workings of the
Bedford Public Library. Network connectivity
issues were improved with the installation of a
DSL line, and we're looking forward to several
system enhancements in 2003.
We also had some staffing changes in 2003: Tom
Corbett, part-time Reference Librarian, left us in
April and was replaced by Bette Bissonnette.
When Bette left us shortly thereafter, Marie
Lasher was hired to take her place. Connie Dix
also left us in 2003 to move to CA and Denise
Schnaars was hired to take Connie's place. We
welcome Marie and Denise and thank Tom, Bette
and Connie for their service to the Bedford Public
Library. In addition to our staff, we are fortunate
to have fifteen dedicated volunteers who provide
support to our staff and enable us to provide such
excellent service. We're blessed to have such
dedicated volunteers, and hope they all remain
with us for many years to come.
The library, currently open a total of fifty-seven
hours a week, is also available 24 hours a day, 7
days a week via the web. Our website at
www.bedford.lib.nh.us provides remote access to
the library's catalog and twenty-one full-text
databases, including several electronic student
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resources. From home or office, users can access
our online catalog, view their account, renew
items or place requests — all without entering
the library itself! Although we love our users
dearly and welcome their many visits to the
library during the fifty seven hours a week we're
open, we're always available 24/7 via our website.
The year 2003 brought a steadily increasing
demand for children's services^ as Bedford
continues to grow so rapidly, so does the demand
for increased children's programs, materials and
services. The Children's Department offered a full
slate of programs in 2003^ 193 Preschool/Family
programs attracted 10,513 participants; 67 Teen
programs attracted 593; and 10 outreach
programs to the schools reached 2, 099 children.
Our annual summer reading program enrolled
1026 children who broke all records by reading 20,
296 books during the summer of 2003! It's very
rewarding to see so many young people involved
in the library, and gratifying to see their
continued interest in reading.
The Bedford Public Library continues to serve as
a place to connect and a gathering place where
people of all ages can share interests and
concerns, find information, discover new books in
a variety of formats, as well as interact and
connect with other people. The library's meeting
rooms pi'ovide a popular meeting place for the
many organizations in town. Our popular Sunday
Concert Series (sponsored by the Friends of the
Bedford Library and funded by the Bedford Public
Library Foundation), library programs, book
discussion groups, NH Humanities Council
Programs, and ongoing art displays/ exhibits
provided enjoyment to so many --- our library has
truly become a cultural hub for the citizens of
Bedford. We thank all of you who displayed your
art or shared your treasured collections with us in
2003.
We would like to thank those who have helped the
Bedford Public Library throughout the year: the
Friends of the Library, the Bedford Public Library
Foundation for their many contributions, our
volunteers who give so much of their time to the
library, and the many individuals and local
organizations who donated so much to the library.
The Friends sponsor the popular Sunday Concert
Series, annual Wassail party and annual
Thanksgiving Pie Sale. They also fund passes to
the Museum of Fine Arts and the Currier Gallery
of Art, as well as the printing of "Bedford
Profiles". This year the Foundation provided us
with the Coffee Shop, a pass to the New England
Aquarium, the ever-popular McNaughton Book
Lease Program, a new copier, electronic business
resources, DVDs, CDs and Books on CD. Carlyle
Place donated a beautiful painting from its annual
art show; the Bedford Newcomers Club donated a
pass to the Children's Museum in Boston; the
Bedford Parent Teachers Group funded a pass to
the Museum of Science; the Men's Club helped
underwrite the cost of our summer reading
program; and the Lions Club provided us with
library card protectors. Donations were received
from the Blue Seas Livestment Club and the Joy
Buck Club, as well as many gifts of books from the
town's residents. The Nelsons donated a new book
truck for the recycling of magazines. We are most
grateful for all that the Friends, Foundation, PTG,
Men's Club, Lions, Newcomers, Bedford Garden
Club and other local groups/individuals, as well as
our dedicated volunteers, do for the library. The
Bedford Public Library is truly a special place —
due to the generosity and support from our
wonderful community.
The New Hampshire Living Legacy Calendar
2004, which depicts some of the state's most
beautiful buildings and prodviced by the New
Hampshire Department of Cultural Resources,
features the Bedford Public Library in October.
We are very proud to have been selected to be part
of this calendar. The Living Legacy Calendar, a
fundraiser for the Friends of the Bedford Library,
is presently on sale at the library.
We would also like to recognize the dedicated
efforts of David Gaudes and that of the Bedford
Police Department, the Bedford Fire Department,
and the Bedford Public Works Department and
thank them for all they do to help out the library.
We've greatly appreciated all of their help and
dedicated assistance in 2003!
2003 Library Statistics





















































Bedford Public Library - Special Account 2003




































Wanda L. Jenkins, Town Clerk
The 2003 Legislative Session amended numerous
election laws and one, which became effective
September 1. was the voter registration card. The
card was changed to a voter registration form to
comply with the requirements of the "Help
America Vote Act 2002". Ultimately, we will be
tied into a statewide database, which will be used
to enter voter registration data and will then
generate a completed voter registration form off a
laser printer. Legislation, which allows
applications for absentee ballots to be sent to
clerks by fax. was also passed.
The Town web site provides registered voters the
opportunity to down load an absentee request
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As the Trustees of the Trust Funds, we offer these
brief comments on the reports that follow.
The Trustees are responsible for two types of
funds: (l) Capital Reserve Funds, which have
been established by the Town of Bedford or the
Bedford School District in anticipation of specific
uses, and (2) Trust Funds, which have been set up
to support on-going projects, such as the Bedford
library or the Bedford cemetery. At more than $2
million, the Capital Reserve Funds make up most
of the monies invested by the Trustees, with just
over $43,000 in the Trust Funds.
The first report, "Trust and Capital Reserve Fund
Totals for Year Ending December 31, 2003," lists
all Capital Reserve Funds and the amounts in
each account at the end of the year, as well as for
all the Trust Funds combined.
The second report, "Annual Report of Revenues
Collected, Expenses Paid and Uncollected
Revenues for the Period Ending December 31,
2003," refers only to the Trust Funds.
The third report combines two reports to the State
of New Hampshire, "Report of Trust and Capital
Reserve Funds" (MS-9) and "Report of Common
Trust Fund Investments" (MS-IO). The first
section of MS-9 lists all 123 of the individual
Trust Funds, along with such information as their
date of creation and purpose. Five of these funds
are held in individual accounts; the other 118
funds are consolidated into eight accounts as
shown. The Capital Reserve Funds are listed
next. The initials in the column entitled "How
Invested" refer to the Granite Bank (GR) and
Centrix Bank and Trust (CN).
Trust and Capital Reserve Fund Totals for
Year Ending December 31, 2003
Capital Reserve Funds (principal and revenue)
Route 3
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Revenues Collected m 2003
Interest - Speaking Funds 70.96
Interest - Library Funds 206.86
Interest - Church Funds 32 1 .80
Interest - Cemeterj' Funds 676.44
Subtotal 1,276.06
Total Cash and Revenues $3,741.96
Less: Expenses Paid
Town of Bedford 0.00
McKelvie School Speaking Contest 0.00
Bedford Center Old Cemetery Association 0.00
Bedford Libraiy 0.00




Total Cash and Revenues Less Ekpenses $3,741.96




Cumulative Account Revenue Balances
Pi-ize Speaking Fund Revenue 40 1 . 1
3
Librai-y Fund Revenue 569.79
Chui-ch Fund Revenue 888.78
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TOWN DIRECTORY
TOWN OFFICES
24 North Amherst Road, Bedford, NH 03110
Hours: Monday - Friday 8:00 am - 4:30 pm
Tuesday - 7:00 am to 4:30 pm
Assessing, Planning and Zoning 472-8104
Auto/DogA^oter Registration 472-3550
Birth, Marriage and Death Certificates 472-3550
Finance and Personnel 472-9869
Parks and Recreation 472-5242
Pubhc Works: Highway and Sewer 472-3070
Tax Collector/Town Clerk 472-3550
Town Office - Administration 472-5242
Website: www.ci.bedford.nh.us
SAFETY COMPLEX
55 Constitution Drive, Bedford, NH 03110
Hours: Monday - Friday, 8:00 am - 4:30 pm
Building/Health Code Official/Inspector 472-3838
Fire Department — Business Line 472-3219
Police Department - Business Line 472-5113
FIRE AND POLICE EMERGENCY LINE 911
Website: www.bedfordpd.com
BEDFORD PUBLIC LIBRARY
3 Meetinghouse Road, Bedford, NH 03110
Hours: Monday - Thursday, 9:00 am - 8:00 pm




Town Pool, 20 County Road (summer only) 472-7331
Transfer Station/Dump, Chubbuck Road 472-4563
Hours: Tuesday - 7:00 am 5:00 pm
Wednesday through Saturday - 8:30 am - 5:00 pm
(Closed Sunday and Monday)





(for the year ending June 30, 2003)
2004 ANNUAL SCHOOL DISTRICT MEETING
SESSION I (Deliberations)
Thursday. February 5, 2004 - 7 p.m.
SESSION II (Ballot Vote)
Tuesday, March 9. 2004 - 7 a.m. to 7 p.m.
SCHOOL DISTRICT REPORTS









Susan Thomas, Chairperson 2006
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REPORT OF THE
BEDFORD SCHOOL BOARD
In many ways for the Bedford School District, the 2002/2003 school year was like many others
before. The school board and administration continued working on its goals and objectives of
providing every student with the tools necessary to achieve academic excellence. We continued
work on long-term solutions for our growing enrollments at both the elementary and high school
levels. We worked with our teachers to provide them with incentives to stay employed in our
school system. While we continued with our work, we also had to prepare for significant change
with the impending retirement of SAU 25"s only superintendent, Dennis Pope.
It was through Dennis Pope's leadership that the Bedford school system rose to the level of
excellence that other districts strive for. Therefore, it was vitally important that his replacement
share his passion for education. After initially launching a nationwide search for a new
superintendent, it soon became very clear to the board that we already had the perfect candidate
in house. Once Ann Remus accepted her new position, the board and administration worked
toward and achieved a seamless transition of leadership.
In order to ensure that the school district meets the needs of all students, we began a new
assessment test that will measure individual student progress to enable teachers to work with the
strengths and identify the weaknesses of each student in order to maximize the child's
educational experience. The pilot program was so successful, that the NWEA (Northwest
Evaluation Association) Measures of Academic Progress will be given to all students twice
annually beginning in the fall of 2003.
Although the town of Bedford is approaching "build-out" with fewer new homes being built each
year, the school district continues to see increasing enrollments. As our three elementary schools
and our middle school approach or exceed capacity, it is important that we find a long-term
solution for this issue. The school board looked at the recommendation of the Long-Range
School Facilities Action Plan, which called for the building of an intermediate school to house
our fifth and sixth graders as a solution. After looking into the possibility of adding to our
existing schools, it was determined that building an additional school was the only viable
solution. From both an educational and financial point of view, the board concurred with the
Facilities Action Plan that an intermediate school was still the best recommendation. With the
addition of this school, overcrowding and class size standards will be addressed for the
foreseeable future.
In March 2003, the voters turned down the proposed twenty-year agreement with Manchester
and approved a petitioned warrant article calling for the planning of a Bedford high school.
Following that vote, the school board commissioned a survey to be done by an independent firm
to help get clarity on the issue. With those results, which suggested that the voters could support
a high school at a lower price than what was proposed in 2002, the school board put a committee
of citizens in place to look for solutions to this continuing dilemma.
As teacher shortages nationwide began to be felt in the district, the school board realized that it
would have to be proactive in addressing the concerns that many of our teachers were leaving to
teach in other New Hampshire communities. The school board and teachers' union worked
throughout the year to come up with a solution that enables Bedford to be competitive with our
neighboring communities. In March 2003. the voters approved this two-year contract adjustment
so that Bedford could compete for high quality teachers.
The 2002/2003 school year was a challenging year that brought new issues up for consideration.
However, where it counts most, in the classrooms, the district continued to provide the children





It was a busy year for administration and for the Bedford School Board. We undertook
placement/facihties planning for all levels, from elementary through high school. We continued
to review, and introduced innovations in, curriculum and assessment. We provided professional
development, and worked hard to retain our teachers and support staff. Finally, we prepared for
significant changes in central office administration. I appreciate the opportunity to describe these
initiatives in more detail in the following paragraphs, to recognize the contributions of the
members of the school board and to invite all Bedford residents to become involved in our
schools.
High School Placement/Facilities Planning
The city of Manchester made plans to renovate and enlarge its high schools and to share the costs
with Bedford and the other sending towns. In response, our school board offered Bedford voters
various options for future placement of our high school students, with the following results:
In August 2002, voters rejected (Yes, 2581; No, 2855) purchasing, for general future school use,
the so-called "Flatley Land," located at the corner of Routes 101 and 1 14.
In March 2003. voters rejected (Yes, 2663; No, 3946) a long-term high school tuition agreement
with Manchester, from which Bedford could choose to leave after five, ten, fifteen or twenty
years.
In July 2003, the school board signed a stop-gap three-year interim high school tuition agreement
with Manchester to provide security for current students while preparing to ask voters to consider
again the more financially reasonable long-term agreement that had been rejected in March 2003.
In November 2003, voting residents supported (Yes, 4174; No, 1307) a warrant article to
approve the long-term agreement with Manchester and to build a maximum $30,000,000 high
school to open in 2008. The school board included the long-term agreement as a necessary
component to this high school vote, to allow for orderly planning and transition to a Bedford
high school. The approval of the warrant article was, nevertheless, invalid for lack of sufficient
votes. (By law, the results of this special meeting became valid only if more than 50% of the
number of registered voters from the prior election cast ballots.)
In summary, none of the above questions, put to voters between August 2002 and November
2003, was approved. An enormous amount of time, energy and emotion has been expended on
the high school question. The current impasse has affected our ability to develop a strong, long
term plan for high school education for our children and has negatively impacted the culture,
tone and civility of Bedford. On March 9, 2004, the community will again address the issue, with
warrant articles addressing signing the long-term agreement on its own, or signing the long term
agreement as a transition vehicle while building a Bedford high school.
Elementary and Middle School Facilities Planning
The school board and administration also continued to focus intently on the needs of Bedford's
pre-kindergarten through grade eight students. Concerns over elementary and middle school
enrollment increases, first noted in 2000 and closely tracked since then, led the school board to
charge a committee of board members, community members, teachers and administrators to
study and propose a long term solution to present and predicted increases. The committee
worked intensively through the summer of 2003 to propose a new intermediate school for
Bedford's grade five and six students. The school would be built on district-owned land between
McKelvie Middle School and the SAU central office. By removing grade five from the
elementary schools and grade six from the middle school, enrollment pressures would be reduced
in all these schools for the foreseeable future, and all would be educationally appropriately sized.
Voters will be asked to approve the new intermediate school in March 2004.
A long-term budgeting and planning tool was developed during the 2002/2003 school year by the
district's knowledgeable Assistant Superintendent for Finance, Timothy Mayes. His spreadsheet
model allows the district to predict future tax implications of proposed facilities and operating
budgets with greater confidence than in the past. Each of the assumptions used in a given model
can be adjusted as new information becomes available.
Elementary and Middle School Curriculum and Assessment
Bedford has long recognized the importance of solid early reading instruction. Recognizing the
need to update the district's elementary reading series, which was adopted in 1989 and for which
replacement texts are no longer available, administration and staff studied in depth the current
research on effective reading instruction. During the 2002/2003 school year, the district piloted
Open Court, a total reading/language arts program. Based on the resulting enthusiasm for the
program expressed by teachers, administrators, parents and students, the district made plans to
implement it fully, one grade at a time over the next four years, beginning with all first grade
classrooms in the 2003/2004 school year.
The district also piloted a cutting-edge computer-delivered assessment program that gives
teachers immediate information regarding their students' proficiency in mathematics, reading
and language arts. This program, the Northwest Evaluation Association (NWEA) Measures of
Academic Progress, piloted in some grades two, four and seven classes, gave teachers informa-
tion in September 2002 that they could immediately use to tailor focused instruction according to
the individual needs of their students. The success of this pilot led the district to plan full
implementation of the program for grades three through eight beginning in September 2003.
Retaining Professional and Support Staff
In March 2003, Bedford residents approved the first year of a two-year adjustment to salaries in
the professional staff negotiated contract. Bedford's salary scale had fallen behind that of
surrounding communities. As a result, we had begun to lose some of our most skilled teachers.
Not suiprisingly, research indicates that the most important element in a child's success in school
is the skill of his or her teacher. In March 2004, voters will be asked to approve the second year
of the increase, to ensure our continuing strength as a district employing high quality teachers.
During the 2002/2003 school year, Bedford instructional teaching assistants, secretaries, clerks,
and kitchen workers voted to organize into the Bedford Educational Personnel Association
(BEPA). Contract negotiations have led to a wage proposal on which Bedford residents will be
asked to vote in March 2004. This group of employees provides vital support to the schools'
ability to function smoothly and to educate well.
Past, Present, and Future
Certainly a major event of the 2002/2003 school year was the retirement of Bedford's fourteen-
year superintendent of schools, Dennis Pope. Under his tireless direction, the district
accomplished much: it developed public kindergarten, built additions to Peter Woodbury and
Memorial Schools, built and added to the Riddle Brook School, developed a holistic plan to
integrate technology into the curriculum, created interdisciplinary units of study, and
successfully raised the bar on the district's performance on nationally and/or internationally
normed assessments of reading, language arts, social studies, mathematics, and science.
It is no small challenge to fill Dennis Pope's shoes. After his retirement on June 30, 2003, I was
honored to take up where he left off, leading the district that I love and with which I have been
connected since 1978. The Bedford School District's strength is in the quality and dedication of
its teachers and staff, and in the commitment of the community: school board, parents,
volunteers and taxpayers. The community has a right to demand much of its schools. I intend to
meet and exceed those expectations. My goal is to continue to energize the district in igniting a
spark and sustaining a hunger for knowledge and understanding in every one of our students, so
that each will be prepared to flourish in a changing world.
As I prepared to move to the office of the Superintendent during the spring of 2003, the district
searched for my replacement as Assistant Superintendent for Curriculum and Assessment. We
are fortunate to have found Chip McGee. With an undergraduate degree from Brown University,
an MBA from Columbia University, and a PhD from Columbia expected to be conferred in
spring 2004, Chip comes highly prepared in all areas of educational administration. He has
taught at the high school level in East Harlem, New York and at an alternative public high school
focused on technology and the arts in Manhattan. At that latter newly established school, as the
Dean of Studies Chip led the development of the curriculum from a single freshman class to a
full four-year high school of 800 students. Chip is focusing on adding value to the district in
curriculum revision and development and in helping teachers to use assessment to inform and
improve instruction.
As the 2002/2003 school year ended, the Bedford school community faced the loss of its beloved
former Director of Special Education and Assistant Superintendent, Ross Lurgio. Through three
years of intense illness, Ross continued to work with courage and with a spirit that uplifted those
around him. Ross had an extraordinary ability to connect with people, which served the district
well as he first shepherded parents and students through the special education process and later
guided the district in the development of highly successful curricula. If people live on in those
whose lives they have touched, Ross is alive and well in Bedford and will be far into the future.
Recognition
Good schools are created and sustained, and constantly improved, by teachers, instructional
teaching assistants, volunteers, custodians and maintenance workers, cafeteria staff, nurses,
secretaries, clerks, administrators, technology support, students, and supportive taxpayers. These
people, not bricks and mortar, are the stuff of great schools! I wish to thank each for the role he
or she plays in making our schools more effective, satisfying places to work and learn.
Offering to serve as a school board member has an aspect of near masochism about it: one earns
less money per year than the gas consumed coming to meetings, works countless hours including
many lengthy evenings out, and loses sleep struggling over difficult decisions without the luxury
of the hindsight available to critics. I wish to express my appreciation to both past and present
board members, all of whom have brought their energies, time and talents to the difficult task of
translating the community's values into the best possible educational experience for our children.
I encourage all who read this report to take the time to express thanks to Bedford's board
members in the coming year even when, and perhaps particularly when, you disagree with
them - and to consider offering yourself as a school board candidate in the future. Few tasks of
citizenship have more lasting value.
An Invitation and a Request
If you pay taxes in Bedford, you are an owner of the Bedford schools. Particularly if you do not
have children in the schools and so do not often have reason to be in them during the school day,
I encourage you to visit and see what you own! Please call a building principal if you would like
to have a tour of one or more of our schools in action.
If you have a few hours to spare, I encourage you to become a volunteer in one of our schools.
Ask a current volunteer, of which there are hundreds in Bedford, and they will speak of the
satisfaction it brings. I fmd that spending even a brief time with the children in our schools is a
tonic, buoying my spirit and refreshing my optimism regarding our future.
Finally, I encourage you to call me personally if you have concerns, suggestions, or praise for a
person or program in the Bedford School District. In addition to one-on-one conversations in
person or on the telephone, along with all of Bedford's other administrators I enjoy being invited
to homes so that in small neighborhood groups we can share what the schools are doing and you
can share thoughts and questions we need to hear. The more we communicate, the better our
schools can become.
Respectfully submitted,
Ann G. Remus, Superintendent of Schools
MEMORIAL SCHOOL - PRINCIPAL'S REPORT
Memorial School continues to be a place where children are excited about learning. We
recognize that The Student + The Parent + The Community + The School = a positive
learning experience for All children.
To continue to create a positive learning environment, we spent a month focusing on
Stopping Bullying. Our hope was to raise students' awareness and to give them the tools
to put a stop to bullying. We also spent a month on Conflict Management, giving daily
messages and following up with discussions in the classroom. Students learned that they
must understand two things - how to manage their anger and how to communicate with
the other person.
Friendship, Things We Are Thankful For, Safety, Patriotism, Traditions, and People of
the Past were our themes for our All School Meetings. Each grade level and the student
council focus on a subject each month and students lead the meeting with the particular
theme they are focusing on.
Memorial received the Creative Communications Poetic Achievement Award - 2002.
Thirty-seven of our fourth and fifth graders had their poems published in the anthology,
A Celebration of Young Poets, a work which creates a poetic record of the fears, hopes
and dreams of today's students.
We had two teams competing in the New Hampshire Odyssey of the Mind - Destination
ImagiNation. The "Once Improv a Time" team placed third in their division, and the
"Theatre Smarts" team placed first in their division and competed at the state level.
Kaitlin Fink participated at the state level National Geography Bee in Keene, and John
Sununu competed at the Regional Spelling Bee in Manchester.
We are proud of our Memorial Inventors who demonstrated their ingenuity at the
Memorial Invention Convention. Fifth graders' Kaitlen Allen and Jenn Johnson's
K-9000 won first place in the Rube Goldberg Award. For fourth grade, John Sununu's
Cereal Pro won first place in the Rube Goldberg Award. For fifth grade, Jessica Hughes'
Safe in the Sun Cap won first place in Inventions. Maggie McMurdy's Nifty Lift Platform
won first place in Inventions in the fourth grade category.
Through the generosity of the Hannaford Dollars Program, Memorial received $1202.
Parents and teachers sent in their sales slips from their shopping at Hannaford Brothers.
We are fortunate to have raised the largest number of Hannaford Dollars in this area and
as a result were awarded an additional $1000. These funds were used to purchase math
kits for several classrooms as well as to support our Artist in Residence Program. Our
Spring Fling was a great school community event that featured wonderful family
interactions at a pizza dinner and incredible baskets were raffled off. The funds raised
support many school activities. Through the efforts of teacher Leslie Fredette, we
received a competitive award of 200 Holland Bulbs for our Outdoor Learning Center.
Our volunteers were recognized once again, for their selfless work, with a Blue Ribbon
Award presented by the state.
Our BEEP Program (Bedford Early Education Program) for the first time offered Parent
Information Nights. The first session provided strategies in working with the varied
behaviors of our children. The second session in the series focused on early literacy with
the BEEP staff defining emerging literacy and describing developmentally appropriate
expectations for oral language, reading, writing, and listening. In addition, through the
generosity of parents, BEEP has been able to develop a parent lending library.
Curriculum implementation and assessment continue to be a top priority. We piloted the
Open Court Reading Series in one class at first, second, third, and fourth grades. The
success of this pilot led the district to the decision to implement Open Court in grade 1
for the 2003/2004 school year. We also piloted an innovative technology-based
assessment for math, language arts, and reading in one class at grade two and grade four.
We were excited about the immediate feedback teachers received in order to inform their
instruction. In addition, we encouraged families to participate in our Fact Frenzy. We
asked parents to spend three minutes each night reviewing math facts with their children.
Memorial students and staff love the Opera. Through the Artist in Residence grant,
financial support from Parent Teacher Group (PTG) and funds from the Spring Fling,
Memorial School proudly presented The Little Sweep, an opera for children by Benjamin
Britten. Phil Lauriat and Adi Rule were our residence artists. The main characters were
played by our students. Christian Eaton, Ashley Grimes, Jenn Johnson, Kaitlin Fink,
Aaron Neveu, Jonathan Moquin, and Kirsten Bittner. They were joined by four adult
soloists and accompanied by eight professional musicians. The opera was well received
by a standing room only audience.
Teacher Cathy Stavenger was on leave working for the state as a mathematics consultant.
In her role, she provided math support to several schools in New Hampshire. We were
fortunate to have her provide model math lessons for several of our teachers. Teacher
Denise Laliberte was one of nine teachers who participated in the "Edutrip" sponsored by
the NH Science Teachers Association. Her thrilling experience included a two-day stay at
the top of Mount Washington.
Memorial gives sincere thanks to the Bedford community for its continued support, to the
school board, superintendent and assistant superintendents for their direction and
guidance, to the PTG for its generous support, to our volunteers for their selfless giving
of time and work on many projects, and to all our staff, parents, and especially the
students who make this a wonderful place to learn.
Respectfully submitted,
Pamela Ilg, Principal
PETER WOODBURY SCHOOL - PRINCIPAL'S REPORT
The mission of the Peter Woodbury School is to integrate teaching, learning and caring in our
community. We strive to cultivate an environment that fosters academic excellence, respects
diversity arjd builds a foundation for lifelong learning. A partnership with home, school and
community is essential for our success. Curriculum and assessment initiatives by all educators
focus on defining and achieving high standards of learning and instruction. The use of
technology supports cuiriculum integration by creating innovative teaching and learning
experiences. Committed to excellence, the staff of the Peter Woodbury School is dedicated to the
goal that all students reach challenging levels of performance so that they will achieve their
highest potential!
Highlights of the school year included . . .
Curriculum/A ssessment
Academic units reflect the NH Curriculum Frameworks, rigorous grade level objectives and the
high standard of expectations of the Bedford community. The NWEA (Northwest Evaluation
Association) Measures of Academic Progress assessment tool and other standardized
measurements provide our teachers with data that is applicable to decisions that guide
differentiated instruction in all of our grade levels and classrooms. Summative assessments are
used to gauge student achievement on thematic units as well as daily classroom instruction.
The PWS Mentoring Program supports new teachers as they are mentored by trained, veteran
teachers. New teachers are guided through curriculum and assessment expectations, becoming
members of the grade level and school teams, and learning standard school procedures.
Technology
Collaborative efforts by classroom teachers and the technology team reinforce curriculum
standards, integrated lessons and units and allow for the use of the Internet for research and
communication with students around the world. This is one area that reflects the effective use of
school volunteers in our classrooms as they assist small groups of students that are working on
specific tasks. Interactive technology units include "Batnet," a program that focuses on the
attributes of bats, and the 'Tditarod," where students are assigned to a sled dog team and track its
progress during the race.
Responsive Classroom/Enrichment
Through the "Responsive Classroom" program, character education teaches children about basic
human values including honesty, kindness, generosity, courage, freedom, equality, and respect.
Through our DARE program, "Positive Behavior Plan" and classroom meetings, we believe that
problem solving, decision making, and conflict resolution are important parts of developing the
moral character of each child.
All grade levels implement brain-based instructional strategies that enhance learning. These
include the Artist in Residence program, a Geography Fair, and an Invention Convention. It is
our belief that students learn best through exploration and active listening. An example is our
approach to science instruction/learning that calls on our students to adopt the traits of scientists
and to create mini laboratories in their classrooms.
Volunteer Program
In February, the NH Partners in Education Program recognized the Peter Woodbury School's
Volunteer Program as it received its thirteenth Blue Ribbon Achievement Award for our
exemplary partnership between parents, community members, teachers and staff.
School/Community Partnerships
Our school continues to be active in the Bedford community and encourages school partnerships
and collaborative efforts. The CASE (Community Alliance for School Excellence) Team,
supported our school's desire to provide for community outreach, as well as to strengthen our
school/business partnerships with Harborside Healthcare, Centrix Bank and the Bedford Mall.
The focus message of the CASE Team is that, "A partnership with home, school and community
is essential for our success."
Bedford businesses, the Bedford PTG (Parent Teacher Group) and other support organizations
enhanced learning and instruction through donations to special projects, classroom resources and
student visitations. The Playground, Habitat and School Event Committees collaborated to raise
funds for the continued upgrade of our playground. Habitat Garden and the planning for an
outdoor classroom. Major work was completed on our playground that addressed drainage needs
while building new activity areas for our students. The Bedford Basketball Association also
contributed funds that enabled us to replace the multi-purpose room's tile floor with a state of the
art multi-use sports floor. Contributions from other Bedford organizations and agencies are also
very much appreciated.
Coordinated by teachers Ginny Toland and Lord Thornton, the Peter Woodbury School's
Community Action Team, made up of all of our grade five students, reaches out to the school,
town, state, country and world communities. Student projects include food and clothing drives, a
recycling program and visits to the residents at our school-business partner, the Harborside
Healthcare Senior Community.
School community partnerships have been established with the Bedford Mall and Centrix Bank
who support various school programs. Our school's Student Council, coordinated by teacher
Diane Zito, provided students with an experience in governance and school/community service.
I conclude by expressing my appreciation to the Peter Woodbury staff, the school board,
administrators, central office staff, the PTG, parents, students, and community members for their




RIDDLE BROOK SCHOOL - PRINCIPAL'S REPORT
As the Riddle Brook School and its new addition opened its doors for the 2002/2003
school year, we welcomed one hundred and thirty-five new students redistricted from the
other two elementary schools. Several new staff members were also welcomed to our
school.
The staff and students at Riddle Brook School are dedicated to excellence and to the
development of a positive school climate. Our school community continues to work
collaboratively through the Bedford PTG (Parent Teacher Group), the volunteer program,
our business partnerships, and school fund raising activities. We strive to offer a variety
of learning experiences that motivate and challenge students.
The Riddle Brook School's fourth grade classes participated in a study of world
geography that led to the students taking a closer look at their ancestry. Students learned
what it was like to be an immigrant traveling to America. The culminating activity
required the students to dress in authentic turn-of-the-century immigrant attire and
experience what their ancestors experienced coming through Ellis Island. The students
carried suitcases filled with precious belongings and stood in long lines waiting to pass
through all of the checkpoints necessary to enter the country. The activity concluded with
a smorgasbord of delicacies representing all nationalities.
An Artist in Residence Grant provided through the New Hampshire State Council on the
Arts provided the students of Riddle Brook School with the opportunity to enrich their
writing skills through the use of storyboarding. Students collected stories from their
personal experiences and family histories. Once these stories were gathered, students
were taught exciting techniques to put their stories on paper. The artist also explained that
students of all ability levels could experience success in their writing by using the
techniques of storyboarding. Once completed, student work was shared among peers and
displayed throughout the school.
Students in grade five participated in an economics unit that required them to work in
teams to set up a company, decide on a product to manufacture, and plan marketing
strategies to sell their product. The culminating activity for this unit consisted of students
selling their products to adults and children during the annual tradition of Winterfest.
Proceeds collected from Winterfest were donated to a variety of different charities
selected by the students. To name a few, these charities included Families In Transition,
the Great Bay Estuary, and the Sendashi Kennels.
The Riddle Brook School C.A.R.E. (Community Advocating Riddle Brook Excellence)
Team sponsored the district-wide Family Stay at Home Night in March. Families were
encouraged to stay at home and spend time together. No homework was assigned and
after school activities were cancelled. Many families reported that they enjoyed having
the opportunity to spend this special time together. The C.A.R.E. Team is sponsoring this
activity again on Tuesday, March 16, 2004.
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The C.A.R.E. Team has also been spending some time planning for renovations to our
playground. Along with a generous donation from the PTG, the C.A.R.E. Team has hired
a landscape architect to design a cost-effective way to build a pavilion, plant trees and
grass, and create a field area for both the students and staff. These renovations, after
several revisions, have been designed to create maximum use of the playground for
student recess and outdoor academic activities. The students and staff at Riddle Brook
School hope to begin phase one of this three-phase project in the spring of 2004.
Riddle Brook School sponsored its first annual Rocket Festival in the spring of 2003. A
small group of fourth and fifth grade students were challenged to identify a science
related topic that would help the entire school grow in knowledge. The group selected the
topic of rockets. Many months were spent researching rockets, preparing and presenting
technology related information sessions to younger grades, and building a sixteen-foot
rocket launcher for a school-wide celebration. The culminating activity was the launching
of 250 bungee rockets. Every classroom in the school designed a rocket and launched it at
the school-wide celebration.
I would like to express my sincere thanks to the Riddle Brook School staff, students and
parents, as well as the Bedford School Board, the central office administrators and staff,
and the entire community for their continued support. Your dedication to quality




McKELVIE MIDDLE SCHOOL - PRINCIPAL'S REPORT
McKelvie's 2003 Class President David Armenti said, "It was not about reaching the top of the
mountain, but making the journey together." While said in reference to the Cardigan Experience,
I believe it is a fitting statement for the McKelvie experience. Experiences at McKelvie are
richer and more meaningful because of the efforts of many people. This report is an opportunity
to share and celebrate a small portion of McKelvie's exciting activities and accomplishments.
To kick off the theme, "McKelvie Pride," the entire school participated in a simple but
meaningful flag raising ceremony on September 1 1th honoring all the people that provide a safe
and secure community for students. Eighty-two students earned a McKelvie PRIDE Award for
demonstrating exemplary school spirit according to one or more of the following descriptors:
politeness, responsibility, industriousness, dedication and enthusiasm. Awardees and their
parents were sent a letter describing the nomination and the sticker, "McKelvie Middle School,
You Can't Hide That Tartan Pride."
Students and classes demonstrated community caring through many activities: fundraising for
the local animal shelter, food baskets during the holidays, a toy drive initiated by the cafeteria
workers, and a school and community clean-up day in the spring. Sixth and seventh graders
raked, planted, and spread bark mulch at school. Eighth graders provided similar services to the
Bedford town offices and to families in need of assistance including elderly, physically disabled,
and a serviceman's family.
The eighth grade students and staff began their year, as the last twenty-nine eighth grade classes
have, preparing for the Cardigan Experience. This program continues to adapt to the challenges
of a growing student population, new teachers, and advances in cuniculum, technologies and
environmental responsibilities. Approximately ninety residents, including medical technicians,
doctors, firefighters, and police officers assisted in this experience. On the final evening of this
30th year of the program, former teachers and volunteers were invited to a cookout and a
presentation to honor the founders of the program. This celebratory evening gave the present
students an opportunity to listen to stories from the past, and to thank both the originators of the
program and Mr. Will Brown, who generously allowed campers to use his land.
As the school year drew to a close, the eighth grade teachers planned a "Festivus." Parent volun-
teers helped the teachers provide students with a full day of carnival fun. The carnival included
an inflatable obstacle course, a bungee run, a pitching booth, and lots of wonderful food. For
many students and staff, the most memorable activity was the dunking booth, which included the
"soon-to-be-retired" superintendent, Dennis Pope, dressed in a three-piece suit and a fedora.
All seventh grade students learned how to separate DNA material from pea seeds to learn about
this vital molecule. The seventh grade science teachers initiated a program with the NH Fish and
Game to study freshwater ecology, with future plans to travel to a local lake for authentic
investigations of living and non-living components of a freshwater ecosystem.
One pod of seventh grade students and their teachers hosted a Memorial Day presentation for
parents and veterans. This activity is the culmination of a social studies and language arts
interdisciplinary unit that this year included innovative patriotic multimedia presentations.
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Students in grade six made a smooth transition from the three elementary schools to the middle
school and quickly demonstrated their confidence by participating in many extra curricular
activities. McKelvie students continue to excel scholastically. The sixth grade students scored
above New Hampshire's state average in all areas on the NHEIAP (NH Educational
Improvement and Assessment Program). As a group, the students were 26 points above the state
average in science and 21 points above the state average in social studies.
Over one hundred eighth graders were honored in June for receiving all A's and B's on their
seventh and eighth report cards. Twelve students were recognized for two years of straight A's.
To assist with the various needs of learners, former McKelvie School students volunteered to
tutor middle school students. Twenty-five high school students were trained; most volunteer one
or two afternoons each week in the after school homework program.
The results for the Developmental Assets Student Profile Survey, in which the majority of
McKelvie students participated, were released this fall. This survey, developed by the Search
Institute, has been given to more than one million students in well over 1,000 United States
communities. It quantifies forty factors essential to the successful development of young people.
McKelvie students ranked 149^ higher than the national average when asked if they felt their
school was a caring climate. They ranked 12% higher than the national average when asked if
their community values youth.
The position of a School Resource Officer was developed with the assistance of the town
council, the police department, and the school district. Both school principals and the resource
officer attended extensive training to insure appropriate use of this new position.
McKelvie provides extracurricular activities for students who are interested in music, theater,
writing, geography, speech, debate, math, sports, intramurals, art, technology, spelling, and
community service. This year sixty-five students participated in the McKelvie Player's
production of "Flapper." Twenty-six adults, including staff and volunteers, assisted in this
musical production. A McKelvie student won the state geography bee for the second consecutive
year and returned to Washington, DC to compete in the national competition. For the second
consecutive year, the McKelvie Math Counts team won first place in the state competition. In the
state individual competition, three of our students placed first, third, and fourth. The team went
on to place fifteenth in the National Math Counts competition in Chicago. In the district spelling
bee held in Manchester, a McKelvie eighth grader finished sixth among the thirty contestants.
Forty-four McKelvie students were accepted for publication in the anthology entitled,
A Celebration of Youth Poets, published in the spring of 2003.
Each year, as I write this letter and reflect on the year, I am moved by the dedication of the
teachers, the support from the community, and the achievements of the students. I would like to
thank the school board, the central office, parents, students, and staff members for helping to




SPECIAL SCHOOL DISTRICT MEETING
DELIBERATIVE SESSION
Session I - July 29, 2002
School District Moderator Ryk Bullock convened Session I (Deliberations) of the Special School
District Meeting at 7:00 p.m. in the gym of McKelvie Middle School. There were 192 voters
registered in the cafeteria for the meeting.
BOARD MEMBERS PRESENT: Chaiiperson Susan Thomas, Vice Chaiiperson Cindy
Chagnon, Paul Brock, Dan Sullivan, and Rik Spaulding. ALSO PRESENT: School District
Counsel Eugene Van Loan, Superintendent Dennis Pope, Assistant Superintendent for Finance
Tim Mayes, School District Moderator Ryk Bullock, and School District Clerk Peter Herdklotz.
Moderator Bullock explained the procedures to be followed for the meeting and then read the
warrant. Board member Brock presented a slide presentation as he spoke about the warrant
article.
Below is a copy of the warrant presented at the meeting:
ARTICLE I. (Special Wan-ant Article) Shall the school district repeal Article III on the Annual
School District Meeting warrant for 2002, as passed by the voters of the district on March 12,
2002 (which article had authorized the district to purchase land on Nashua Road for a high
school); and instead, shall the district raise and appropriate the sum of Three Million Nine
Hundred Thousand Dollars ($3,900,000) (gross budget) to acquire land at the corner of Routes
101 and 1 14 for future school buildings; and to authorize the issuance of bonds or notes of not
more them Three Million Dollars ($3,000,000) for such purpose in accordance with the
provisions of the Municipal Finance Act (RSA Chapter 33) and to authorize the school board to
issue and negotiate such bonds or notes and to determine the rate of interest thereon; further, to
authorize the expenditure of Four Hundred Sixty Thousand Dollars ($460,000) from the existing
"Land Fund" for such purpose; further, to authorize funding the balance of up to Four Hundred
Forty Thousand Dollars ($440,000) for such purpose from the year-end undesignated fund
balance available on July 1 of this year; further, to raise and appropriate by general taxation the
sum of Fifty Nine Thousand Five Hundred Dollars ($59,500) for the first year's interest payment
on the bonds or notes; and, finally, to authorize the school board to purchase for such purposes
approximately 38 acres of land located at the corner of Routes 101 and 114 and shown on
Bedford Tax Map #10 as parcels #23 and 23-2. (The School Board recommends a "yes" vote
upon this question. ) (3/5ths vote required)
Moderator Bullock opened the meeting with questions to the warrant.
Elaine Tefft, 7 Meetinghouse Road, asked for the source of the appraised value of the land.
Superintendent Pope responded with the explanation and provided written support for the
appraised values that were cited.
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Several other questions were raised for general information about items which did not directly
address the warrant. These questions were referred to different individuals on stage and answers
were provided.
Letitia Tullis (Tracey), 10 Holbrook Road, proposed an amendment to remove the words "for
future school buildings," located in line 4 of the warrant article. Counsel Van Loan spoke to the
elimination of the four words and indicated that this is the purpose of acquiring land for the
school district and that the wording had no specific effect on the overall article.
After explanation, the proposed amendment was withdrawn.
The meeting continued with several voters expressing their opposition or agreement with the
warrant article. There were no other amendments or other changes presented.
A motion was made, seconded and moved to adjourn the meeting. Moderator Bullock adjourned
the meeting at 8:30 p.m.
Respectfully submitted,
Peter A. Herdklotz, School District Clerk
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SPECIAL SCHOOL DISTRICT MEETING
BALLOT VOTE
Session II - August 27, 2002
Bedford School District Moderator Ryk Bullock opened the polls in the gymnasium at the
McKelvie Middle School at 7:00 a.m. At 7:00 p.m., Moderator Bullock closed the polls.
At 7:25 p.m., after all ballots were tallied and accounted for. Moderator Bullock announced a
total of 5,443 ballots were cast (5,152 regular votes, 284 absentee votes, and 7 absentees votes
rejected) with the following results:
ARTICLE I. (Special Warrant Article) Shall the school district repeal Article III on the Annual
School District Meeting warrant for 2002. as passed by the voters of the district on March 12,
2002 {which article had authorized the district to purchase land on Nashua Road for a high
school); and instead, shall the district raise and appropriate the sum of Three Million Nine
Hundred Thousand Dollars ($3,900,000) (gross budget) to acquire land at the corner of Routes
101 and 1 14 for future school buildings: and to authorize the issuance of bonds or notes of not
more than Three Million Dollars ($3,000,000) for such purpose in accordance with the
provisions of the Municipal Finance Act (RSA Chapter 33) and to authorize the school board to
issue and negotiate such bonds or notes and to determine the rate of interest thereon; further, to
authorize the expenditure of Four Hundred Si.xt}' Thousand Dollars ($460,000) from the existing
"Land Fund" for such purpose; further, to authorize funding the balance of up to Four Hundred
Forty Thousand Dollars ($440,000) for such purpose from the year-end undesignated fund
balance available on July 1 of this year; further, to raise and appropriate by general taxation the
sum of Fifty Nine Thousand Five Hundred Dollars ($59,500) for the first year's interest payment
on the bonds or notes; and, finally, to authorize the school board to purchase for such purposes
approximately 38 acres of land located at the corner of Routes 101 and 114 and shown on
Bedford Tax Map #10 as parcels #23 and 23-2. (The School Board recommends a "yes" vote
upon this question.) (3/5ths vote required)
• Yes -2,581; No -2,855.
School District Moderator Bullock declared Article I did not pass.
Respectfully submitted,
Peter A. Herdklotz, School District Clerk
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2003 ANNUAL SCHOOL DISTRICT MEETING
DELIBERATIVE SESSION
Session I - February 6, 2003
School District Moderator Ryk Bullock convened Session I (Deliberations) of the Annual School
District Meeting at 7:00 p.m. in the gym of McKelvie Middle School.
BOARD MEMBERS PRESENT: Chairperson Susan Thomas, Vice Chairperson Cindy
Chagnon, Paul Brock, Dan Sullivan, and Rik Spaulding. ALSO PRESENT: Superintendent
Dennis Pope, School District Counsel Eugene VanLoan, Assistant Superintendent Ann Remus,
Assistant Superintendent Tim Mayes, Attorney Gordon Graham, School District Moderator Ryk
Bullock, School District Clerk Peter Herdklotz, and 417 voters registered and several other
guests in attendance.
Moderator Bullock welcomed all present and led the audience in the pledge of allegiance. He
introduced the panel of participants on the stage. He recognized Sue Thomas for the first item.
Chairperson Thomas recognized Superintendent Dennis Pope. She indicated that this would be
his last official meeting and that he should be recognized for his fifteen years of service to the
Bedford School District. The audience gave Superintendent Pope a standing ovation.
Moderator Bullock presented the rules to be followed for the rest of the meeting. The rules stated
that an article would be presented, followed by questions being directed to the moderator for
discussion.
Moderator Bullock read Article I.
ARTICLE I. To elect all necessary school district officials. (Vote by official ballot.)
Moderator Bullock asked for discussion on the article. With none, he proceeded to the next
article.
Moderator Bullock read Article II.
ARTICLE 11. Shall the school district approve a High School Maintenance (Tuition)
Agreement with the Manchester School District for the education of the district's high school
students in Manchester as negotiated by the school board which, among other things, provides
for an initial term of twenty (20) years beginning September 2003, and calls for the payment of
tuition based on high school operating costs per high school student and the payment ofa capital
charge based on a shared cost of additions and renovations to Manchester high schools, and
provides for the early termination of the agreement on the fifth, tenth andfifteenth anniversary of
the agreement so long as the district remains responsible for the capital cost component for a
minimum often (10) years; andfurther, to authorize the school board to submit the agreement to
the New Hampshire Board of Education for approval pursuant to RSA 194:22 and to authorize
the school board to take such other andfurther acts necessaiy to give effect to this article?
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Moderator Bullock asked for discussion on the article.
Susan Krowlikoski, 43 Ministerial Branch - Is there anything in the contract about maintaining
the facilities when the construction is completed? Board member Sullivan responded that they
must meet the state standards.
Susan Downer, 78 Smith Road - What year is there an accreditation question? Board member
Chagnon responded that West was on probation from October '95 through December '96 due to
facilities concerns and will come up for review in 2005-2006 to be reviewed next.
Elaine Tefft, 7 Meetinghouse Road - There is achievement testing in the tenth grade. Can it be
used to help assess the academic standards? Board member Sullivan responded that it is not the
only way, and other methods should be used. Board member Brock pointed out that there are no
standards outlined in the contract. Superintendent Pope stated that the board is responsible to the
state.
Tom Grimmett, 120 Blanford Place - How much of the money in the contract is going to West
High? Board member Chagnon said that nothing is exact yet, but you should check the district's
website. Also the proposed changes to West are shown as renovations on the artist concepts
displayed in the back of the room.
Philip Bruno, 18 Beech Street - What are the capital expenditures and what amount of money is
needed to pay for these expenditures? Board members Sullivan and Brock responded and stated
that if Manchester terminates the contract, then the capital expenditures stop. The total amount
for capital expenditures and payments has not yet been determined.
Gerald "Jerry" Johnson, 14 Weymouth Drive - How long has Bedford been sending students to
Manchester and how much of the tuition has gone to capital expenditures? Students have been
sent for over 75 years and about 2% has been spent on capital expenditures.
Eugene "Gus" Garceau, 214 Amherst Road - Does information in capital expenditures include
the $800,000 set aside for land? And does the finance costs include expenditures during
construction? The money set aside is not in the numbers. The financing costs are taken into
account as they are incurred.
Mark StuU, 35 Blackbird Drive - Are there effective remedies to correct the overcrowding or
loss of experienced teachers to retirement? The response indicated that the contract should
provide for these concerns.
Deborah Sinamark, 7 Neighborhood Court - What is the current class size by levels at West?
Board member Thomas said that we have the breakdown, but it is not presently available but
could be made available.
Joe Catan, 5 Cider Mill Road - What is the town population and growth in the past 5 years? The
response was that the town council reported in its 2000 report that the population was 12,563 in
1990 and 18,274 in 2000.
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Mark Piscopo, 55 Mcintosh Lane - What are the numbers of students who do not attend their
own schools in surrounding towns? The response is between 10-15% and about 28% in Bedford.
Julie Waligora, 1 1 Colleny Drive - If the contract is the cheapest way - it may be good. Where is
the money going, this contract helps Manchester overall, why shouldn't our money go to West?
Board member Sullivan responded with the fact that they are planning to meet with West.
Dennis Grimes, 57 Bracken Circle - What are the operating costs at West? The total operating
costs for Manchester is reflected in the tuition costs we spend. Are there any caps on the tuition
costs we may be charged? The answer to tuition caps is no. The gym only holds 800 for a current
student body over 1,000 so more than one session is needed if there is an assembly. What about
the gym, lockers, and other concerns at West? No specific response.
Emily Shakra, 4 Wright Acres Road - Why is auditorium and parking issues not addressed at
West?
Moderator Bullock wanted to hall discussion because we cannot change the article, we can only
vote on it at the election. The response of the audience has caused the moderator to continue
discussion because of the nature of the article. He will allow di-scussion to continue until the
discussion becomes repetitious or is finished.
Peter Waligora. 1 1 Colleny Drive - Why are there no answers to certain questions about the
contract? Why don't we know the total amount of the contract? Board member Thomas said we
are not sure yet. Where are the startup costs and additional operating costs for the improvements
being paid for? Board member Thomas said that they would be part of the future tuition
increases.
Thomas Collette, 21 French Drive - Would the school board members go to see the conditions of
the lockers, the gym, the auditorium, etc. at West? Response is that they have been there and are
aware of the conditions.
Michael Halliday. 87 Tiirell Road - Does it require a simple majority to pass? Attorney Graham
responded yes. It has been looked into and it seems that only 50% is required.
Roy Stewart. 19 Hickory Lane - A rebuttal to Mr. Grimes" comment about planning. The board
planned in 1972 with McKelvie originally planned as a high school.
Moderator Bullock decided that since no changes could be made to this warrant, it was time to
move on. The moderator then decided to allow one more speaker to this warrant.
Kevin Gibbs, 21 Hawk Drive - Recently a member of the Manchester School Board was quoted
in the Union Leader as stating that - Should Bedford not approve the contract, we cannot
guarantee where your children will go nor what the costs will be. To me. I take this as a veiled or
not so veiled threat to us as citizens of Bedford and to our students who attend Manchester West
High School and to the one or two who attend the other two high schools in Manchester as well.
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What I would like to know is if this town votes no on warrant article II, what are the provisions
for where our children go in the interim and what are the provisions for calculating the per
student cost and how would the renovations be factored into that? Thank you. Board member
Thomas responded that students would go to West with no contract so we would sit down with
Manchester to work out the details to keep us there.
With discussion completed, Moderator Bullock read Article III.
ARTICLE III, Shall the school district raise and appropriate the sum of Four Hundred
Twenty Seven Thousand Four Hundred Twenty Three Dollars ($427,423) to fund those
additional cost items related to the collective bargaining agreement between the Bedford School
District and the Bedford Education Association for the 2003/2004 school year which resulted
from negotiations with the teachers and which represents the negotiated increase over the
2002/2003 salaries, fringe benefits, and other cost items? (The school board recommends a
"yes" vote upon this question.)
Moderator Bullock asked for discussion on the article. With none he proceeded to the next
article.
Moderator Bullock read Article IV.
ARTICLE IV, Shall the school district, if Article III is defeated, authorize the school board to
call one special meeting, at its option, to address Article III cost items? (The school board
recommends a "yes" vote upon this cpiestion.)
Moderator Bullock asked for discussion on the article. With none he proceeded to the next
article.
Moderator Bullock read Article V.
ARTICLE V, Shall the school district raise and appropriate up to Two Hundred Ninety Seven
Thousand Eighty Three Dollars ($297,083) to fund those additional cost items related to a
renegotiated collective bargaining agreement between the Bedford School District and the
Bedford Education Association for the 2003/2004 school year which resultedfrom renegotiating
salaries, fringe benefits, and other cost items with the teachers in an effort to make Bedford
teachers' salaries competitive with surrounding districts and which represents on additional
increase over the 2002/2003 salaries, fringe benefits, imd other cost items defined in Article III,
with such amount to be funded from the year-end undesignatedfund balance available on July 1
of this year, ifany? (The school board recommends a "yes" vote upon this question.)
Moderator Bullock asked for discussion on the article. With none he proceeded to the next
article.
Moderator Bullock read Article VI.
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ARTICLE VI. Shall the school district raise and appropriate the sum of Thirty One Thousand
One Hundred Sevent}' Six Dollars ($31,176) to fund those additional cost items related to the
collective bargaining agreement between the Bedford School District and the Bedford Education
Support Staff Association for the 2003/2004 school year which resulted from negotiations with
the custodial and maintenance staff and which represents the negotiated increase over the
2002/2003 salaries, fringe benefits, and other cost items? (The school board recommends a
"yes" vote upon this question.)
Moderator Bullock asked for discussion on the article. With none he proceeded to the next
article.
Moderator Bullock read Article VII.
ARTICLE VII. Shall the school district, if Article VI is defeated, authorize the school board to
call one special meeting, at its option, to address Article VI cost items? (The school board
recommends a "yes" vote upon this question.)
Moderator Bullock asked for discussion on the article. With none he proceeded to the next
article.
Moderator Bullock read Article VIII.
ARTICLE VIII. Shall the school district raise and appropriate the sum of Eighty Three
Thousand Eight Hundred Four Dollars ($83,804) to fund an increase in salary and fringe
benefits for the 2003/2004 school year which resulted from negotiations with the instructional
teaching assistants, .secretaries, clerks, andfood service staff? (The school board recommends a
"yes" vote upon this question.)
Moderator Bullock asked for discussion on the article. With none he proceeded to the next
article.
Moderator Bullock read Article IX.
ARTICLE IX. Shall the school district, ifArticle VIII is defeated, authorize the school board to
call one special meeting, at its option, to address Article VIII cost items? (The school board
recommends a "yes" vote upon this question.)
Moderator Bullock asked for discussion on the article. With none he proceeded to the next
article.
Moderator Bullock read Article X as originally worded.
ARTICLE X. Shall the school district raise and appropriate as an operating budget, not
including appropriations by Special Warrant Articles and other appropriations voted separately,
the amounts set forth on the budget posted with the warrant or as amended by vote of the first
session, for the purposes set forth therein, totaling Thirty Three Million Five Hundred Eleven
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Thousand Six Hundred Tlurn Nine Dollars ($33,511,639)? [Should this article be defeated, the
operating budget shall be Thirty Three Million Forty Five Thousand Four Hundred Thirty Seven
Dollars ($33,045,437) which is the same as last year, with certain adjustments required by
previous action of the school district or by law, or the governing body may hold one special
meeting, in accordance with RSA 40:13, X and XVI, to take up the issue of a revised operating
budget only.] (The school board recommends a "yes" vote upon this question.)
Note: This Warrant Article (operating budget) does not include individual Warrant Articles III,
V, VI, and VIII.
Moderator Bullock then read the article with the dollar amount corrections.
ARTICLE X. Shall the school district raise and appropriate as an operating budget, not
including appropriations by Special Warrant Articles and other appropriations voted separately,
the amounts set forth on the budget posted with the warrant or as amended by vote of the first
session, for the purposes set forth therein, totaling Thirty Three Million Three Hundred Fifty
Thousand Eight Hundred Eighty^ Two Dollars ($33,350,882)? [Should this article be defeated,
the operating budget shall be Thirty Two Million Nine Hundred Ninety Nine Thousand Three
Hundred Seventy Six Dollars ($32,999,376) which is the same as last year, with certain
adjustments required by previous action of the school district or by low, or the governing body
may hold one special meeting, in accordance with RSA 40:13, X and XVI, to take up the issue of
a revised operating budget only.] (The school board recommends a "yes" vote upon this
question.)
Note: This Warrant Article (operating budget) does not include individual Warrant Articles III,
V, VI, and VIII.
Moderator Bullock asked for discussion on the article. With none he proceeded to the next
article.
Moderator Bullock read Article XI.
ARTICLE XI. Shall the school board be authorized to accept on behalf of the district, without
further action by the voters, gifts, legacies and devises of real or personal property' which may
become available to the district during the fiscal year? (The school board recommends a "yes"
vote upon this question.)
Moderator Bullock asked for discussion on the article. With none he proceeded to the next
article.
Moderator Bullock read Article XII.
ARTICLE XII. (Special Warrant Article) Shall the school district allocate that portion of the
funds. Five Hundred Fifty Thousand Eight Hundred and Eighteen ($550,818.00), previously
approved at the March 13, 2001 school district vote (Article IV) to upgrade wiring and extend of
water and sewer lines to the McKelvie School to instead, upgrade wiring as appropriate, and
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install air conditioning in the gyjnnosiunis and cafeterias first at the McKelvie Middle School,
and then at the Peter Woodbiiiy School. Any fimds remaining after these upgrades shall be
applied to providing air conditioning in the gymnasiums and cafeterias of the Memorial, and
Riddle Brook schools, as appropriate. One hundred thousand dollars of these funds shall be set-
aside in a special maintenance fund to be used to repair/replace the septic system at the
McKelvie School when and if such repairs are needed. All other terms and conditions of the
original Special Warrant Article remain as approved. (By Petition) {The school board
recommends a "no" vote upon this question.)
Moderator Bullock asked for discussion on the article.
Moderator Bullock asked if anyone wanted to speak to the article because it was petitioned.
Margaret Comiskey, 40 Maple Drive - She urged everyone to vote no because the article passed
in 2000 would help solve the septic problems forever. The repairs are a recurring item.
Mark Piscopo, 55 Mcintosh Lane - He proposed an amendment to change the dollar amounts to
zero.
Counsel VanLoan stated there was a language problem with just changing the amount to zero.
The article could be changed but not by changing it to zero.
The amendment's author withdrew the amendment and recommended that a new amendment be
proposed with different wording.
Mike Ford, Silver Spring Drive - He asked about the procedures used with articles at this
meeting. He asked why you cannot strike an amendment but are allowed to change the values to
zero. He was looking for an explanation of why you can change an article but cannot strike the
article.
Attorney VanLoan stated that by making an amount one dollar it is legal whenever a dollar
figure is involved. The amount can be modified either up or down at the meeting.
Gus Garceau, 214 Amherst Road - Read the wording of the new amendment.
John Heneage, 28 County Road - He spoke representing the petitioners. He spoke about the
sewer and water project for County Road and the impact the project will have on the residents of
the road.
Karen Grimmett, 120 Blanford - She asked if sewer already goes to Peter Woodbury School.
The response was that there is sewer and water at the school and the proposed project would be
down County Road from the intersection of County and Patten Road.
Gus withdrew the earlier amendment and proposed an amendment changing the values to one
dollar.
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Ken Hawkins, 1 Barrington - He wanted to know that if we change the amount to one dollar, are
we leaving the door open on this topic.
Board member Thomas responded no, stating there would be the limit of one dollar for the
expenditure.
Attorney VanLoan stated that money not spent because of a technicality could be changed or
reallocated at a town meeting before the money is spent.
Tim Anderson, Rumford Lane - He thinks that the article should be left on the ballot as is to
allow for a fair treatment of the petitioners' article.
Point of information - Bedford Town Manager Keith Hickey had just learned that in order to get
state matching funds, all residents along the proposed project must connect within 90 days.
Michael Scanlon, Chairman of the Bedford Town Council, 15 Karen Road - He explained the
state regulations regarding hookup and state matching funds. He said that the town had
developed a plan to help the affected residents finance this charge.
John Heneage - He stated that the petitions were signed by residents from all over town.
Mike Ford - He again asked to have the amendment removed.
Moderator Bullock called for a vote on the amendment.
Roy Stewart, 19 Hickory Lane - He presented a citizens' petition requesting a secret ballot on
the amendment.
Matt Pierson, 33 Pheasant Run - He wanted to know if we could continue and do the ballot on
the way out.
Moderator Bullock said that would be nice but we cannot do it.
Gus Garceau asked Roy to reconsider his petition.
Roy Stewart responded by saying that groups have been trying for years to get petitioned articles
on the ballot as they are petitioned and not allow for them to be modified during the session. Roy
would not remove his request petition to have a secret ballot.
Moderator Bullock read the amended Article XII.
ARTICLE XIL (Special Warrant Article) Shall the school district allocate one dollar of that
portion of the funds, Five Hundred Fifty Thouscmd Eight Hundred and Eighteen ($550,818.00),
previously approved at the March 13, 2001 school district vote (Article IV) to upgrade wiring
and extend of water and sewer lines to the McKelvie School to instead, upgrade wiring as
appropriate, and install air conditioning in the gymnasiums and cafeterias first at the McKelvie
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Middle School, and then at the Peter Woodbuiy School. Any funds remaining after these
upgrades shall be applied to providing air conditioning in the gymnasiums and cafeterias of the
Memorial, and Riddle Brook schools, as appropriate. One dollar of these funds shall be set-aside
in a special maintenance fund to be used to repair/replace the septic system at the McKelvie
School when and if such repairs are needed. All other terms and conditions of the original
Special Warrant Article remain as approved. (By Petition) (The school board recommends a
"no" vote upon this question.)
Moderator Bullock conducted the secret ballot. The amendment passed 207 yes and 64 no.
Moderator Bullock read Article XIII.
ARTICLE XIII. Shall the school district do thefollowing:
(A) Solicit imd negotiate "not to exceed cost contract" proposals" from qualified construction
companies or construction project management companies for the turnkey design,
engineering and construction ofa new high school building.
(B) Establish a toted "not to e.xceed cost" of Thirty Five Million Dollars ($35,000,000.00) for
the new high school, including, but not limited to, (i) the construction of the high school
building and associated auxiliary facilities, i.e., athletic fields, parking areas, etc., (ii) the
original equipping of the high school building and associated tnixiliary facilities, (Hi)
financing fees, and (iv) the first year's interest on the bonds issued for the financing of the
new high school.
(C) Negotiate the terms and conditions necessary for the issuance ofbonds or notes of not more
than $35,000,000.00 in accordance with the provisions of the New Hampshire Municipal
Finance Act (RSA Chapter 33) with a minimum term of 30 years, unless another term and
rate will reduce the annual debt service cost.
(D) Conduct all negotiations, public hearings and informational presentations such that the
School Board will present a High School Warrant Article in the 2004 School District
Election for the development of a new high school per paragraphs A, B, and C above.
However, if the 2004 School District Election includes a Warrant Article for a new school
building for Grades 5 and 6, the School Board may, at its discretion, present the High
School Warrant Article in the 2005 School District Election. (By Petition)
Gus Garceau, 214 N. Amherst - He proposed changes to his petitioned article.
Bany Gifford. 61 Normand Circle - Added comments that he would be willing to work for the
community and could not understand why there is no local high school or why the large diverse
pool of local talent has not come forward to offer services to the community.
Moderator Bullock called the question and read the proposed amendment to Article XIII.
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ARTICLE XIII. Shall the school district do the following:
(A) Solicit and negotiate "not to exceed cost contract" proposals from qualified construction
companies or construction project management companies for the turnkey design,
engineering and construction of a new high school. Recommend to the School Board to
expend from the existing "New School Fund" a sum, not to exceed $75,000, to contract
with a qualified architectural-engineering firm to (i) assist the School Board in the
preparation of specifications, performance standards, and other documentation required to
issue a Request for Proposals for the solicitation of "not to exceed construction cost
contract" proposals for a new high school building having core facilities for 1200 students
and classroom facilities for 1000 students, (ii) review and analyze all qualified proposals
received according to the terms of the Requestfor Proposals, and (Hi) submit to the School
Board a recommendation that identifies the proposal that best satisfies the requirements of
the School Board established in paragraph B below.
(B) Establish a total "not to exceed cost" of Thirt}' Five Million Dollars ($35,000,000.00) for
the new high school, including, but not limited to, (i) the construction of the high school
building and associated auxiliaiy facilities, i.e., athletic fields, parking areas, etc., (ii) costs
andfees, negotiated with the architectural-engineering firm selected pursuant to paragraph
(A) above, for the contract administration of the specifications and related terms, as
required, of the "not to exceed construction contract", (Hi) the original equipping of the
high school building and associated auxiliaiy facilities, (iv) financing fees, and (v) the first
year's interest on the bonds issuedfor the financing of the new high school.
(C) Negotiate the terms and conditions necessary for the issuance ofbonds or notes of not more
than Thirty Five Million Dollars ($35,000,000.00) in accordance with the provisions of the
New Hampshir-e Municipal Finance Act (RSA Chapter 33) with a minimum term of 30
years, unless another term and rate will reduce the annual debt senice cost.
(D) Conduct all negotiations, public hearings and informational presentations such that the
School Board can present a High School Warrant Article in the 2004 School District
Election for the development of a new high school per paragraphs A, B, and C above.
However, if the 2004 School District Election includes a Warrant Article for a new school
building for Grades 5 and 6, the School Board may, at its discretion, present the High
School Warrant Article in the 2005 School District Election. (By Petition)
The amendment passed. Moderator Bullock adjourned the meeting at 10:55 p.m.
Respectfully submitted,
Peter A. Herdklotz, School District Clerk
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2003 ANNUAL SCHOOL DISTRICT MEETING
ELECTION/BALLOT VOTE
Session II - March 11, 2003
Bedford School District Moderator Ryk Bullock opened the polls in the gymnasium at the
McKelvie Middle School at 7:00 a.m. At 7:00 p.m.. Moderator Bullock closed the polls.
At 7:00 p.m., after all ballots were tallied and accounted for. Moderator Bullock announced a
total of 6,700+/- ballots were cast (6,170+/- regular votes, 516 absentee votes accepted, and 14
absentee votes rejected) with the following results:
ARTICLE I. (Election of Officers)
School Board (three-year term - 2 positions)
• "Cindy" Chagnon - 3.776
• Kathleen Heneage - 2,178
• "Sue" Thomas -3,819
• Joleen Worden - 2,201
School District Moderator Bullock declared Cindy Chagnon and Sue Thomas elected.
ARTICLE 11. Shall the school district approve a High School Maintenance (Tuition)
Agreement with the Manchester School District for the education of the district's high school
students in Manchester as negotiated by the school board which, among other things, provides
for an initial term of twenty (20) years beginning September 2003, and calls for the payment of
tuition based on high school operating costs per high school student and the payment ofa capital
charge based on a shared cost of additions and renovations to Manchester high schools, and
provides for the early termination of the agreement on the fifth, tenth and fifteenth anniversaiy of
the agreement so long as the district remains responsible for the capital cost component for a
minimum often (10) years; andfurther, to authorize the school board to submit the agreement to
the New Hampshire Board of Education for approval pursuant to RSA 194:22 and to authorize
the school board to take such other and further acts necessary to give effect to this article?
• Yes - 2,663 votes; No - 3,946
School District Moderator Bullock declared Article II did not pass.
ARTICLE III. Shall the school district raise and appropriate the sum of Four Hundred
Twenty Seven Thousand Four Hundred Twenty Three Dollars ($427,423) to fimd those
additional cost items related to the collective bargaining agreement between the Bedford School
District and the Bedford Education Association for the 2003/2004 school year which resulted
from negotiations with the teachers and which represents the negotiated increase over the
2002/2003 salaries, fringe benefits, and other cost items? (The school board recommends a
"yes" vote upon this question.)
• Yes - 5,069 votes; No - 1,304 votes
School District Moderator Bullock declared Article III passed.
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ARTICLE IV. Shall the school district, if Article III is defeated, authorize the school board to
call one special meeting, at its option, to address Article III cost items? (The school board
recommends a "yes" vote upon this question.)
• Yes - 4,707 votes; No - 1 ,580 votes
School District Moderator Bullock declared Article IV passed.
ARTICLE V. Shall the school district raise and appropriate up to Two Hundred Ninety Seven
Thousand Eighty Three Dollars ($297,083) to fund those additioncd cost items related to a
renegotiated collective bargaining agreement between the Bedford School District and the
Bedford Education Association for the 2003/2004 school year which resultedfrom renegotiating
salaries, fringe benefits, and other cost items with the teachers in an effort to make Bedford
teachers' salaries competitive with surrounding districts and which represents an additional
increase over the 2002/2003 salaries, fringe benefits, and other cost items defined in Article III,
with such amount to be fundedfrom the year-end undesignatedfund balance available on July 1
of this year, ifany? (The school board recommends a "yes" vote upon this question.)
• Yes -4,958 votes; No - 1,383 votes
School District Moderator Bullock declared Article V passed.
ARTICLE VI. Shall the school district raise and appropriate the sum of Thirty One Thousand
One Hundred Seventy Six Dollars ($31,176) to fund those additional cost items related to the
collective bargaining agreement between the Bedford School District and the Bedford Education
Support Staff Association for the 2003/2004 school year which resulted from negotiations with
the custodial and maintenance staff' and which represents the negotiated increase over the
2002/2003 salaries, fringe benefits, and other cost items? (The school board recommends a
"yes" vote upon this question.)
• Yes -5,121 votes; No - 1 , 1 88 votes.
School District Moderator Bullock declared Article VI passed.
ARTICLE VII. Shall the school district, ifArticle VI is defeated, authorize the school board to
call one special meeting, at its option, to address Article VI cost items? (The school board
recommends a "yes" vote upon this question.)
• Yes - 4,602 votes; No - 1,621 votes.
School District Moderator Bullock declared Article VII passed.
ARTICLE VIII. Shall the school district raise and appropriate the sum of Eighty Three
Thousand Eight Hundred Four Dollars ($83,804) to fund an increase in salary and fringe
benefits for the 2003/2004 school year which resulted from negotiations with the instructional
teaching assistants, secretaries, clerks, and food service staff? (The school board recommends a
"yes" vote upon this question.)
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• Yes - 4,910 votes; No - 1,273 votes.
School District Moderator Bullock declared Article VIII passed.
ARTICLE IX. Shall the school district, ifArticle VIII is defeated, authorize the school board to
call one special meeting, at its option, to address Article VIII cost items? (The school board
recommends a "yes" vote upon this question.)
• Yes - 4,482 votes; No - 1,663 votes
School District Moderator Bullock declared Article IX passed.
ARTICLE X. Shall the school district raise and appropriate as cm operating budget, not
including appropriations by Special Warrant Articles and other appropriations voted separately,
the amounts set forth on the budget posted with the warrant or as amended by vote of the first
session, for the purposes set forth therein, totaling Thirty Three Million Three Hundred Fifty
Thousand Eight Hundred Eighty Two Dollars ($33,350,882)? [Should this article be defeated,
the operating budget shall be Thirty Two Million Nine Hundred Ninety Nine Thousand Three
Hundred Seventy Six Dollars ($32,999,376) which is the same as last year, with certain
adjustments required by previous action of the school district or by law, or the governing body
may hold one special meeting, in accordance with RSA 40:13, X and XVI, to take up the issue of
a revised operating budget only.] (The school board recommends a "yes" vote upon this
question.)
Note: This Warrant Article (operating budget) does not include individual Warrant Articles III,
V, VI, and VIII.
• Yes - 4,707 votes; No - 1 ,460 votes.
School District Moderator Bullock declared Article X passed.
ARTICLE XI. Shall the school board be authorized to accept on behalf of the district, without
further action by the voters, gifts, legacies and devises of real or personal property' which may
become available to the district during the fiscal year? (The school board recommends a "yes"
vote upon this question.)
• Yes - 5,304 votes; No - 943 votes
School District Moderator Bullock declared Article XI passed.
ARTICLE XII. (Special Warrant Article) Shall the school district allocate one dollar of that
portion of the funds. Five Hundred Fifty Thousand Eight Hundred and Eighteen ($550,818.00),
previously approved at the March 13, 2001 school district vote (Article IV) to upgrade wiring
and extend of water and sewer lines to the McKelvie School to instead, upgrade wiring as
appropriate, and install air conditioning in the gymnasiums and cafeterias first at the McKelvie
Middle School, and then at the Peter Woodbwy School. Any funds remaining after these
upgrades shall be applied to providing air conditioning in the gymnasiums and cafeterias of the
Memorial, and Riddle Brook schools, as appropriate. One dollar of these funds shall be set-aside
in a special maintenance fund to be used to repair/replace the septic system at the McKelvie
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School when and if such repairs are needed. All other terms and conditions of the original
Special Warrant Article remain as approved. (By Petition) (The school board recommends a
"no" vote upon this question.)
• Yes - 1,904 votes; No - 4,276 votes
School District Moderator Bullock declared Article XII did not pass.
ARTICLE XIII. Shall the school district do the following.
(A) Solicit and negotiate "not to exceed cost contract" proposals from qualified construction
companies or construction project management companies for the turnkey design,
engineering and construction of a new high school. Recommend to the School Board to
expend from the existing "New School Fund" a sum. not to exceed $75,000, to contract
with a qualified architectural-engineering firm to (i) assist the School Board in the
preparation of specifications, performance standards, and other documentation required to
issue a Request for Proposals for the solicitation of "not to exceed construction cost
contract" proposals for a new high school building having core facilities for 1200 students
and classroom facilities for J000 students, (ii) review and analyze all qualified proposals
received according to the terms of the Requestfor Proposals, and (Hi) submit to the School
Board a recommendation that identifies the proposal that best satisfies the requirements of
the School Board established in paragraph B below.
(B) Establish a total "not to exceed cost" of Thirty Five Million Dollars ($35,000,000.00) for
the new high school, including, but not limited to. (i) the construction of the high school
building and associated auxiliary facilities, i.e., athletic fields, parking areas, etc., (ii) costs
and fees, negotiated with the architectural-engineering firm selected pursuant to
paragraph (A) above, for the contract administration of the specifications and related
terms, as required, of the "not to exceed construction contract". (Hi) the original equipping
of the high school building and associated auxiliary facilities, (iv) financing fees, and (v)
the first year's interest on the bonds issuedfor the financing of the new high school.
(C) Negotiate the terms and conditions necessary for the issuance of bonds or notes of not
more than Thirty Five Million Dollars ($35,000,000.00) in accordance with the provisions
of the New Hampshire Municipal Finance Act (RSA Chapter 33) with a minimum term of
30 years, unless another term and rate will reduce the annual debt service cost.
(D) Conduct all negotiations, public hearings and informational presentations such that the
School Board can present a High School Warrant Article in the 2004 School District
Election for the development of a new high school per paragraphs A, B, and C above.
However, if the 2004 School District Election includes a Warrant Article for a new school
building for Grades 5 and 6, the School Board may, at its discretion, present the High
School Warrant Article in the 2005 School District Election. (By Petition)
• Yes - 3,491 votes; No - 2,656 votes
School District Moderator Bullock declared Article XIII passed.
Respectfully submitted,









ANNUAL SCHOOL DISTRICT ELECTION
Tuesday, March 9, 2004
7:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m.
McKelvie Middle School
Ballot Questions
ARTICLE I. To elect all necessary school district officials:







• For School District Moderator (3-year term) - Vote for not more than one (1)
- Ryk Bullock
- (Write-in)
• For School District Clerk (3-year term) - Vote for not more than one (1)
- Kathleen "Kathy" VanAnglen
- (Write-in)
• For School District Treasurer (3-year term) - Vote for not more than one (1)
- Peter Alan Herdklotz
- (Write-in)
ARTICLE II. [Construction of a grades 5 and 6 intermediate school, including furnishings
and equipment.] (Special Warrant Article) Shall the school district raise and appropriate a
total sum of Fourteen Million Dollars ($14,000,000) (Gross Budget) for the purposes of
constructing and equipping a new grades 5 and 6 intermediate school building and associated
facilities to be located on land owned by the district at Liberty Hill and County Roads, Bedford,
adjacent to the McKelvie Middle School, and shall the district authorize the issuance of bonds or
notes of not more than the total amount of Fourteen Million Dollars ($14,000,000) for such
purposes in accordance with the provisions of the Municipal Finance Act (RSA Chapter 33); and
shall it authorize the school board to issue and negotiate such bonds or notes and to determine
the rates of interest thereon and the maturities and other terms thereof; furthermore, to raise and
appropriate by general taxation the sum of Three Hundred Fifty Thousand Dollars ($350,000) for
the first year's interest payment? (The school board recommends a "yes" vote on this
question.) (3/5ths ballot vote required.)
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ARTICLE III. [Construction of a grades 9 through 12 high school, including furnishings
and equipment AND signing a maximum twenty (20) year high school tuition agreement
with Manchester as a transition vehicle.] (Special Warrant Article) Shall the school district
raise and appropriate a total sum of Thirty Million Dollars ($30,000,000) (Gross Budget) for the
purposes of constructing and equipping an approximately 1200 student capacity new high school
building (with a core capacity of 1500 students) and associated facilities to be located on land
owned by the district at Nashua and County Roads, Bedford; and, in order to finance said
project, shall the district authorize the issuance of bonds or notes of not more than the total
amount of Thirty Million Dollars ($30,000,000) for such purposes in accordance with the
provisions of the Municipal Finance Act (RSA Chapter 33) and authorize the school board to
issue and negotiate such bonds or notes and to determine the rates of interest thereon and the
maturities and other terms thereof; furthermore, to raise and appropriate by general taxation the
sum of Seven Hundred Fifty Thousand Dollars ($750,000) for the first year's interest payment;
furthermore, in order to spread out over 10 years the capital costs that the district would
otherwise have to pay to the City of Manchester within three (3) years under its current tuition
arrangement, shall the district authorize the school board to execute on behalf of the district the
twenty (20) year High School Maintenance (Tuition) Agreement with the Manchester School
District which will thereby reduce the amount to be raised and appropriated to fund the district's
operating budget and default budget for the 2004/2005 fiscal year, as provided for in Article XII
of this warrant, by the sum of Three Million One Hundred Thirty-Five Thousand Eight Hundred
Forty-Six Dollars ($3,135,846); and, shall the district direct the school board, when appropriate
to provide for the transition of students to the new high school, to give notice of an early
termination of the said Manchester Agreement, as provided for therein; and, finally, shall the
district authorize the school board to take such other and further action with respect to such
Agreement as may be appropriate to effectuate the purposes of this Article? (The school board
recommends a "yes" vote on this question.) (3/5ths ballot vote required.)
ARTICLE IV. [Signing a maximum twenty (20) year high school tuition agreement with
Manchester.] If and only if Article III passes, shall the school district authorize the school
board to execute on behalf of the district the twenty (20) year High School Maintenance
(Tuition) Agreement with the Manchester School District, which will allow the district to
continue sending its high school students to the City of Manchester for the duration of the
contract or, if and when the district should decide otherwise, will allow the district to give notice
of an early termination of such Agreement, as provided for therein; and which will spread out
over 10 years the capital costs that the district would otherwise have to pay to the City of
Manchester within 3 years under its current tuition arrangement and thereby reduce the amount
to be raised and appropriated to fund the district's operating budget and default budget for the
2004/2005 fiscal year, as provided for in Article XII of this wanant, by the sum of Three Million
One Hundred Thirty-Five Thousand Eight Hundred Forty-Six Dollars ($3,135,846); and, finally,
shall the district authorize the school board to take such other and further action with respect to
such Agreement as may be appropriate to effectuate the purposes of this Article? (Majority
ballot vote required.)
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ARTICLE V. [Deficit appropriation to pay 2003/2004 capital costs to Manchester
unanticipated at the March 2003 Annual School District Meeting.] (Special Warrant
Article) Shall the school district raise and appropriate the sum of One Million Eight Hundred
Thousand Dollars ($1,800,000) as a deficit appropriation for the 2003/2004 fiscal year to fund
the first year of the district's share of the capital costs which the district is obligated to pay to the
City of Manchester over 3 years under its current high school tuition arrangement and for which
no appropriation was made at the 2003 Annual School District Meeting? (The school board
recommends a "yes" vote on this question.) (Majority ballot vote required.)
ARTICLE VI. [Negotiated salary increase for the teaching staff.] Shall the school district
raise and appropriate the sum of Seven Hundred Ninety-Two Thousand Three Hundred Thirty-
One Dollars ($792,331 ) to fund those additional cost items related to the fifth year of a five-year
collective bargaining agreement between the Bedford School District and the Bedford Education
Association for the 2004/2003 school year which resulted from negotiations with the teachers
and which represents the negotiated increase over the 2003/2004 salaries, fringe benefits, and
other cost items? (The school board recommends a "yes" vote upon this question.) (Majority
ballot vote required.)
ARTICLE VII. [Conditional article for teaching staff salaries.] Shall the school district, if
Article VI is defeated, authorize the school board to call one special meeting, at its option, to
address Article VI cost items? (The school board recommends a "yes" vote upon this
question.) (Majority ballot vote required.)
ARTICLE VIII. [Negotiated salary increase for the custodial/maintenance staff.] Shall the
school district raise and appropriate the sum of Thirty-One Thousand One Hundred Seventy-
Seven Dollars ($31,177) to fund those additional cost items related to the fourth year of a four-
year collective bargaining agreement between the Bedford School District and the Bedford
Education Support Staff Association for the 2004/2005 school year which resulted from
negotiations with the custodial and maintenance staff and which represents the negotiated
increase over the 2003/2004 salaries, fringe benefits, and other cost items? (The school board
recommends a "yes" vote upon this question.) (Majority ballot vote required.)
ARTICLE IX. [Conditional article for the custodial/maintenance staff salaries.] Shall the
school district, if Article VIII is defeated, authorize the school board to call one special meeting,
at its option, to address Article VIII cost items? (The school board recommends a "yes" vote
upon this question.) (Majority ballot vote required.)
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ARTICLE X. [Negotiated salary increase for the secretaries, clerks, instructional teaching
assistants, and kitchen staff.] Shall the school district raise and appropriate the sum of Eighty
Thousand Eight Hundred Fifty-Seven Dollars ($80,857) to fund those additional cost items
related to the first year of a two-year collective bargaining agreement between the Bedford
School District and the Bedford Education Personnel Association for the 2004/2005 school year
which resulted from negotiations with the secretaries, clerks, instructional teaching assistants,
and kitchen staff and which represents the negotiated increase over the 2003/2004 salaries, fringe
benefits, and other cost items? (The school board recommends a "yes" vote upon this
question.) (Majority ballot vote required.)
ARTICLE XL [Conditional article for secretaries, clerks, instructional teaching assistants,
and kitchen staff salaries.] Shall the school district, if Article X is defeated, authorize the
school board to call one special meeting, at its option, to address Article X cost items? (The
school board recommends a "yes" vote upon this question.) (Majority ballot vote required.)
ARTICLE XII. [Operating budget.] Shall the school district raise and appropriate as an
operating budget, not including appropriations by Special Warrant Articles and other
appropriations voted separately, the amounts set forth on the budget posted with the warrant or as
amended by vote of the first session, for the purposes set forth therein, totaling Thirty-Nine
Million Six Hundred Eighty-Three Thousand Five Hundred Seventy-Two Dollars ($39,683,572)
except that the amount to be raised herein shall be Thirty-Six Million Five Hundred Forty-Seven
Thousand Seven Hundred Twenty-Six Dollars ($36,547,726) if Article III passes? [Should this
article be defeated and Article 111 fails, the operating budget shall be Thirty-Nine Million Two
Hundred Ninety-Nine Thousand Seven Hundred Twenty-One Dollars ($39,299,721 ) which is the
same as last year, with certain adjustments required by previous action of the school district or
by law, or should this article be defeated and Article III passes, the operating budget shall be
Thirty-Six Million One Hundred Sixty-Three Thousand Eight Hundred Seventy-Five Dollars
($36,163,875) which is the same as last year, with certain adjustments required by previous
action of the school district or by law, or the governing body may hold one special meeting, in
accordance with RSA 40:13, X and XVI, to take up the issue of a revised operating budget only.]
(The school board recommends a "yes" vote upon this question.) (Majority ballot vote
required.)
ARTICLE XIII. [Acceptance of gifts.] Shall the school board be authorized to accept on
behalf of the district, without further action by the voters, gifts, legacies and devises of real or
personal property which may become available to the district during the fiscal year? (The school
board recommends a "yes" vote upon this question.) (Majority ballot vote required.)
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ARTICLE XIV. Shall we change the date for elections and the second session of the Annual
School District Meeting from the second Tuesday in March to the second Tuesday in April,
which would change the date for the first session of the Annual School District Meeting to a date
between the first and second Saturdays after the last Monday in February, inclusive? (By
Petition) (The school board recommends a "no" vote upon this question.) (Majority ballot
vote required.)
ARTICLE XV. If and only if Article III fails, shall the Bedford School District direct the
School Board to explore in good faith the concept of tuitioning secondary school age students (as
is currently done to Manchester) instead to a private, non-profit secondary school (such as a
Bedford Academy) that does not place any incremental tax burden on the taxpayers of Bedford;
and to delay approval and/or construction of a Bedford public high school while concurrently
further developing the public high school concept; and to report findings to the Bedford School
District by December 1, 2004? (By Petition) (The school board recommends a "yes" vote
upon this question.) (Majority ballot vote required.)
ARTICLE XVI. If and only if Article III passes, shall the District authorize and direct the
School Board to execute the twenty year High School Maintenance (Tuition) Agreement with the
Manchester School District consistent with the provisions of Article III? (By Petition) (Majority
ballot vote required.)
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RESERVED FOR AMOUNTS VOTED
UNRESERVED FUND BALANCE
REVENUES FROM STATE SOURCES
School Building Aid
Handicapped Aid - Catastrophic
Child Nutrition Program
Driver Education




IDEA & Preschool Incentive
Medicaid
OTHER SOURCES
Sale of Bonds or Notes
Transfer from Capital Projects Fund
Transfer from Capital Reserve Fund
Transfer from Expendable Trust Fund
LOCAL REVENUE OTHER THAN TAXES
Tuition - Regular Day School
Tuition - Summer School












THE COST OF EDUCATING
BEDFORD HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS
IN MANCHESTER
This year, Bedford voters have the opportunity to approve a 20-year high school tuition
agreement with Manchester. If approved, the 20-year agreement spreads out the capital
obligation that Bedford will have to pay over the first ten (10) years of the agreement.
Therefore, the two possible scenarios for summarizing high school costs for the
2004/2005 school year are listed below:
CURRENT 3-YEAR HIGH SCHOOL
2004-2005 PROPOSED BUDGET
ANALYSIS





















The above analysis of the budget allocates costs to the schools, departments, and programs














Instruction/Support (Non. Sal.) 2,087,454 5.l'/r




































Professional Association/Accountants & Auditors
193 North Main Street • Concord • New Hampshire • 03301-5063 • 603-225-6996 • FAX-224-1380
REPORT ON COMPLIANCEAND ON INTERNAL CONTROL OVER
FINANCIAL REPORTING BASED ONAN AUDIT OF FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
PERFORMED INACCORDANCE WITH GOVERNMENTAUDITING STANDARDS
To the Members of the School Board
Bedford School District
Bedford, New Hampshire
We have audited the financial statements of the Bedford School District as of and for the year ended June
30, 2003, and have issued our report thereon which was adverse as indicated therein dated October 3,
2003. We conducted our audit in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United
States of America and the standards applicable to financial audits contained in Government Auditing
Standards, issued by the Coinptroller General of the United States.
Compliance
As part of obtaining reasonable assurance about whether the Bedford School District's financial
statements are free of material misstatement, we performed tests of its compliance with certain provisions
of laws, regulations, contracts and grants; noncompliance with which could have a direct and material
effect on the determination of financial statement amounts. However, providing an opinion on compliance
with those provisions was not an objective of our audit, and accordingly, we do not express such an
opinion. The results of our tests disclosed no instances of noncompliance that are required to be reported
under Government Auditing Standards.
Internal Control Over Financial Reporting
In planning and performing our audit, we considered the Bedford School District's internal control over
financial reporting in order to determine our auditing procedures for the purpose of expressing our
opinion on the financial statements and not to provide assurance on the internal control over financial
reporting. Our consideration of the internal control over financial reporting would not necessarily disclose
all matters in the internal control over financial reporting that might be material weaknesses. A material
weakness is a condition in which the design or operation of one or more of the internal control
components does not reduce to a relatively low level the risk that misstatements in amounts that would be
material in relation to the financial statements being audited may occur and not be detected within a
timely period by employees in the normal course of performing their assigned functions. We noted no
matters involving the internal control over financial reporting and its operation that we consider to be
material weaknesses.
This report is intended solely for the information and use of management, and federal awarding agencies
and pass-through entities and is not intended to be and should not be used by anyone other than these
specified parties.
October 3, 2003 Gregory A. Colby, CPA




Professional Association/Accountants & Auditors
193 North Main Street • Concord • New Hampshire • 03301-5063 • 603-225-6996 • FAX-224-1380
REPORT ON COMPLIANCE WITH REQUIREMENTS APPLICABLE
TO EACH MAJOR PROGRAMAND INTERNAL CONTROL OVER
COMPLIANCE INACCORDANCE WITH 0MB CIRCULAR A- 133
To the Members of the School Board
Bedford School District
Bedford, New Hampshire
We have audited the compliance of the Bedford School District with the types of compliance
requirements described in the U.S. Office ofManagement and Budget (OMB) Circular A- 133 Compliance
Supplement that are applicable to its major federal program for the year ended June 30, 2003. The
Bedford School District's major federal program is identified in the summary of auditor's results section
of the accompanying Schedule of Findings and Questioned Costs. Compliance with the requirements of
laws, regulations, contracts and grants applicable to its major federal program is the responsibility of the
Bedford School District's management. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on the Bedford School
District's compliance based on our audit.
We conducted our audit of compliance in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the
United States of America; the standards applicable to financial audits contained in Government Auditing
Standards, issued by the Comptroller General of the United States; and OMB Circular A- 133, Audits of
States, Local Governments, and Non-Profit Organizations. Those standards and OMB Circular A- 133
require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether noncompliance
with the types of compliance requirements referred to above that could have a direct and material effect
on a major federal program occurred. An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence about the
Bedford School District's compliance with those requirements and performing other procedures as we
considered necessary in the circumstances. We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our
opinion. Our audit does not provide a legal determination on the Bedford School District's compliance
with those requirements.
In our opinion, the Bedford School District complied, in all material respects, with the requirements
referred to above that are applicable to its major federal program for the year ended June 30, 2003.
Internal Control Over Compliance
The management of the Bedford School District is responsible for establishing and maintaining effective
internal control over compliance with requirements of laws, regulations, contracts and grants applicable to
federal programs. In planning and performing our audit, we considered the Bedford School District's
internal control over compliance with requirements that could have a direct and material effect on a major
federal program in order to determine our auditing procedures for the purpose of expressing our opinion




Report on Compliance with Requirements Applicable to Each Major Program and Internal Control Over
Compliance in Accordance with OMB Circular A-133
Our consideration of the internal control over compliance would not necessarily disclose all matters in the
internal control that might be material weaknesses. A material weakness is a condition in which the
design or operation of one or more of the internal control components does not reduce to a relatively low
level the risk that noncompliance with applicable requirements of laws, regulations, contracts and grants
that would be material in relation to a major federal program being audited may occur and not be detected
within a timely period by employees in the normal course of performing their assigned functions. We
noted no matters involving the internal control over compliance and its operation that we consider to be
material weaknesses.
This report is intended solely for the information and use of management, and federal awarding agencies
and pass-through entities and is not intended to be and should not be used by anyone other than these
specified parties.
October 3, 2003 Gregory A. Colby, CPA




Professional Association/Accountants & Auditors
193 North Main Street • Concord • New Hampshire • 03301-5063 • 603-225-6996 • FAX-224-1380
REPORT ON OTHER MATTER
To the Members of the School Board
Bedford School District
Bedford, New Hampshire
As a result of our audit, we feel it necessary to discuss the following:
New Reporting Standard
During June of 1999, the Governmental Accounting Standards Board (GASB) issued Statement No. 34,
Basic Financial Statements - and Management's Discussion and Analysis - for State and Local
Governments. This statement drastically changes the way in which financial statements are prepared and
requires additional information to be reported in order for the financial statements to be in compliance
with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America. Statement No. 34 took
effect for the Bedford School District for the fiscal year ended June 30, 2003.
The School District has not implemented GASB Statement No. 34, but has presented the financial
statements following the format that was in effect prior to GASB Statement No. 34. While we have
conducted our audit following generally accepted auditing standards as we have in past years, we have
issued an adverse opinion this year because the financial statements are not presented following the model
established by Statement No. 34. As described more fully in our audit opinion, the financial statements
are missing several required statements and supplementary information, and the format presented does not
follow Statement No. 34. The opinion is not meant to imply that the figures presented are not correct, but
that they are not presented in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles.
We recommend that the School District take action to implement GASB Statement No. 34 as required by
accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America.
October 3. 2003 Gregory A. Colby. CPA
PLODZIK & SANDERSON, Professional Association
NOTE: The complete audit is availablefor viewing in the SAU #25 office building.
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NEED TO WRITE OR CALL US?
Memorial School






Bedford, NH 031 10
Telephone: 622-0431
Riddle Brook School
230 New Boston Road
Bedford, NH 03 110
Telephone: 471-1082
McKelvie Middle School
108 Liberty Hill Road

















TOWN 1991 ANNUAL REPORTS
TOWN HALL HISTORY REVfTAUZED
TOWN MEETING CALENDAR
<:rh,,nin;,.r,rtMePunQ ThuisOav Msrch 5 1992 7-&6 PM WcKolvte SchoolscnoQ u ^c^^
^^^
u^^^^^
Disunr Election) T«e«l»y, Mwch 10, 1992
7 DO AM 10 7 00 PM McKeWie School






Bedford Safety Complex Dedication November 20, t994





TOWN 1992 ANNUAL REPORT












School Dtittict MMIing Thu.sdav, MsfCf 4, 1993 7 00 PM McKptv.e School
Town and Scnool O.shici Eleci.ons TueWav. Ma'ch 9, 1993
7 DO AM lo 7 DO PM McKelvm School
BuUBflra'V Town Meelmg Thursday. March 1 1. 1993 7 00 PM McKelKie School





Town Budgetary Meeting - March Sih • 7:00 PM.
School District Meeting - March 7th - 7:00 PM.
Tbwn & School District Elections - March 12th - 7,00 AM to 7 00 PM
BEDFORD, NEW HAMPSHIRE
TOWN 1993 ANNUAL REPORT
THE BOVS OF SUMMER-
BEDFORD LITTLE LEAGUE
STATE CHAMPIONS EASTERN REGIONAL CHAMPIONS
-
SECOND IN THE NATION
TOWN MEETING CALENDAR
.o .nd SchMl DWrkI Elmlow, 1ue«)... M.r^h B. 19W ' AMl„ 7 PM • "f>i'"*'
^"ix.
Budedun To-n Mfrtini, Wnlnad«y, M»"h 9. 1994, 7 PM, Mckrl>ii: School
School DLslrkI Mcrtine. WWr.«dJij. M»rch 16. 1994. 7 PM. MtKcl.w
School




rowN Mo^TiNc SCItan 'i.f
Town BuOgcUry Meeting - Mtrch 4 - 7:00 PM.
Tbwn Etectian Matvh 1 1 - 7:00 AM. lo 7:00 PM.
